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Introduction 

The narratives of Islam and Muslims used in major news media affect audience 

attitudes towards a group considered to be “other.” In my research, I explore how U.S. 

cable news media represents the Islamic faith and its practitioners. I have focused on the 

portrayals found in three prominent cable news channels: CNN, Fox, and MSNBC. In 

Pew Research’s Cable News Fact Sheet, it is shown how prominent these channels are 

with 4.8 billion people watching the three channels combined and earning a revenue of 

nearly $5 billion. 

While the main purpose of news media should be to inform the public on issues, 

their narratives are often presented in the form of “infotainment,” and they often 

misrepresent Islam and Muslims as violent or as terrorists, which perpetuate prejudice 

and discrimination. Because of the lack of vetting or the widespread practice of cherry-

picking facts, news stories often fail to properly inform the public.  

A few recent events play a major role in the shaping of opinions and the framing 

of news media narratives during the duration of my study. During the time frame of my 

media analysis (January 2015—January 2018), the Syrian refugee crisis, the 2016 

election, and President Donald Trump’s proposed travel ban on predominantly Muslim 

countries were highlighted in the news. Subsequently, these events play into the 

narratives created in news media and in the public discourse of the period I analyzed. 

 

History 
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To understand the basis for the narratives found in news media, we must first look 

at the historical relationship between the U.S. and predominantly Islamic Middle Eastern 

countries. 

Jack Shaheen, author of Reel Bad Arabs: How Hollywood Vilifies a People, 

studied the relationship between history, politics, and Hollywood’s portrayal of Arabs for 

thirty years. Shaheen claims that the modern-day image of Arab people as an “oriental 

other” is founded in European travels to the Middle East nearly 200 years ago. The idea 

of “orientalism,” which refers to the “oriental other,” is a concept introduced by Edward 

Said in the 1970s. Orientalism describes the divide between the “West as central in 

modern, enlightened thought, and the Orient as the mysterious and often dangerous 

Other” (Hartley, 170).  

The Arab image began to shift in the U.S. in the 1940s following World War II. 

In the late 1940s, the Palestinian/Israeli conflict arose. In this conflict, the U.S. supported 

Israel. Then, in 1973, Americans became angry over gas prices rising from the Arab oil 

embargo (Shaheen). Associations of Islam with violence and terrorism were spurred on 

by the 1972 Black September incident where a Palestinian terrorist group attacked the 

Olympics in Germany (Knigge). In 1978-79, the Iranian Revolution and Iranian hostage 

crisis furthered tensions when Iranian students took American diplomats hostage 

(Shaheen). The biggest solidification of the synonymous relationship of Islam with 

terrorism for modern-day narratives came in 2001 with the 9/11 terrorist attacks on the 

World Trade Center in New York. In fact, Dr. Knigge references a Pew Research study 
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from 2006 that showed how four out of 10 Americans thought Muslims were “fanatical, 

violent, and intolerant,” (Knigge). 

“…given what happened with 9-11, the tragic events that took place on that day 

where 19 Arab-Muslim terrorists were responsible for the deaths of nearly 3,000 

people. Now instead of saying, ‘that’s the lunatic fringe,’ we say, ‘no no no no, 

the actions reflect the actions of 1.3 billion people.’ Now that’s dangerous. We 

don’t say that the actions of Ku Klux Klan members who are Christians represent 

Christianity, do we?” (Shaheen) 

Karim notes the importance for journalists to understand these histories before creating 

narratives. Without understanding groups we report on, we fail to assess contemporary 

trends properly (117). 

 

Theoretical Concepts 

My work is grounded in media and cultural studies as well as in journalism 

studies. To analyze and interpret the way news media portray Islam and Muslims, I will 

here define several theoretical concepts—discourse, narrative, signs, meaning, 

infotainment, and styles of journalism.  

In New Keywords: A Revised Vocabulary of Culture and Society, discourse is 

looked at as a thought brought into speech, including conversations and text. However, as 

Understanding Media Studies indicates, discourse can also take thoughts and ideas and 

turn them into very specific ways of looking at the world. As Michel Foucault deems, 
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discourse is “language in action;” however, discourse is also language in context. The 

narrative, which is the story of an event, of any subject is told through discourse in both 

context and action.  

The usage of signs helps reinforce meaning within a narrative. Anything that can 

be used to convey meaning within text is a sign, such as the imagery, coloring of text, and 

graphics used in my video analysis. As Stuart Hall points out in his lecture 

Representation & The Media, “Nothing meaningful exists outside of discourse.” Hall’s 

discussion combines the concepts previously mentioned to show how meaning is reliant 

on both discourse and signs. He uses the example of a football to help further his 

explanation of the relationship between all these concepts. 

“Round, spherical, rubber or leather object is a ball. Is it a football? … It is only 

football in the context of a set of rules about what you can and can’t do with the 

ball … So, the ball, which is a physical object, only becomes meaningful as a 

football within the context of the rules of the game … Within the rules, it 

becomes a football. So, it’s meaningful as a football only within the context of the 

use and the meanings with which it is invested.” (Hall) 

In our mediated societies, meanings are created and reproduced via visual representations 

and discourses. In Blur: How to know what's true in the age of information overload, 

Kovach and Rosenstiel mention the Three Mile Island incident, which was a nuclear 

power plant meltdown in Middletown, Pennsylvania, in 1979. The incident is used as an 
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example of how different word choices create different narratives and thus affect the 

reproduction of the meaning of an event. 

“‘Networks held meetings to choose among words like accident, incident or 

disaster,’ a reconstruction of the media’s behavior reported. ‘ABC decided never 

to use an adjective that had not been used by authorities’” (Kovach, 5) 

In this case, ABC simply recited the facts from proper authorities, which is considered 

straight news. However, unlike in 1979, in the current age of 24/7 news cycle where 

immediate reporting is necessary, “breaking the news” often entails only getting 

fragments of a story or misreporting and lacking basic elements of a story. 

Kovach and Rosenstiel calls this the journalism of assertion, a style of journalism 

that “puts the highest value on immediacy and volume and in so doing tends to become a 

passive conduit of information,” (34). With journalism of assertion, which came about 

with the 24/7 news cycle spearheaded by CNN in 1990, facts are not vetted and only 

fragments of a story are provided. Journalism of assertion can occur when reporters fail 

to challenge statements or ask and test evidence. Talk show segments with guests who 

simply spout their own opinions are a prime example of journalism of assertion in cable 

news media. In the news media segments I analyzed below, live interviews occur with 

guests who are brought in to “simply offer their take on things” (Kovach, 125). Without 

checking the guests’ statements, a foundation is laid for the audience on a topic that may 

or may not be based on facts. 
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On the other hand, Kovach and Rosenstiel call the journalism of affirmation “a 

new political media that builds loyalty less on accuracy, completeness, or verification 

than on affirming the beliefs of its audiences” (34). This style of journalism either lacks 

facts altogether or cherry-picks them to reinforce the journalist’s narrative. Cable news 

media utilizing journalism of affirmation will cherry-pick facts, statistics and numbers, 

present information as fact even if opinion-based, attack speakers who present a different 

argument, and divert conversations with insults or by talking over others. My news media 

analysis shows examples of journalism of affirmation where TV hosts bully their guests 

into answering a question the way they want. Often, this style of journalism is considered 

more infotainment, providing bare-minimum reporting blended with entertainment for a 

cheaper way to keep an audience watching continuously. 

In the textual analysis below, I show that the word choice, the quotes selected, the 

guests interviewed, the visuals accompanying the news segments, and the sources of data 

“cloak to make implicit or indirect points” and to “steer the audience to a conclusion” 

(Kovach, 99). 

 

Methodology 

In my own research, I analyzed and compared three major cable news channels: 

CNN, Fox News, and MSNBC. I chose these three as they represent different sides of the 

political spectrum. I examined CNN, Fox News, and MSNBC news segments to see how 

they utilized tone, phrasing, context, and imagery to portray subjects surrounding Islam 
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and Muslims. For my search, I used the terms “Islam,” “Muslim,” and “Syrian refugees,” 

and I analyzed the time frame between January 2015 and January 2018. It should be 

noted that I searched the phrase “Syrian refugees” within quotes to limit out clips about 

any other refugees on the CNN and Fox News website. However, the term does not yield 

results on MSNBC with the quotation marks and must be searched without them. 

It is important to note that a refugee is defined by U.S. Citizenship and 

Immigration Services as someone who is located outside the U.S., is of special 

humanitarian concern, demonstrates persecution or fear of persecution, and “does not 

include anyone who ordered, incited, assisted, or otherwise participated in the persecution 

of any person on account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social 

group, or political opinion.” 

Additionally, it should be noted that Islam is the worship of Allah, as the only 

god, and Muhammad, as his prophet, and Muslims are those that follow the Islamic belief 

system. However, often in the news media narratives I analyzed, Muslims were discussed 

— and, thus, constructed — as a race rather than as a group of practitioners. Looking at 

Muslims as a racial group leads to a conflict in viewpoints and misunderstanding. This is 

because, although there is a large population of Muslims in Middle Eastern countries, 

there are also other religious groups. Also, Middle Easterners and those of Middle 

Eastern descent are not the only group of Islamic practitioners: Indonesia, for instance, 

hosts the largest number of Muslims at over 200 million people (Pew Research). Finally, 

the Nation of Islam, which is popular among African Americans, is also a group of 
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Muslims in the United States, yet, it is rarely included in the current discourses around 

Islam and Muslims today. 

The duration of the videos, which I discuss in my findings, varies from channel to 

channel. Finally, I went through a series of steps specific for each site, which are 

described below. The 317 videos that I collected are listed in the spreadsheet (Appendix 

1). While I watched all the listed videos, the 54 clips in bold were the ones I analyzed.  

 

CNN 

To navigate the CNN homepage (www.cnn.com), I used the website’s search bar 

to look up each of my terms. I selected the Videos section and then sorted the clips by 

date. I went back through the pages to the beginning of my time frame (Jan. 2015) and 

started working towards the most recently uploaded (Jan. 2018).  

 

Fox News 

To navigate the Video section on Fox News (video.foxnews.com), I used the 

search bar to look up each of my terms. I scrolled back through my time frame (Jan. 

2015) and started working towards the most recently uploaded (Jan. 2018).  

 

MSNBC 

To navigate the MSNBC homepage (www.msnbc.com), I used the search bar to 

look up each of my terms. Then, I selected “Videos” and entered my date range (Jan. 1, 

http://www.cnn.com/
http://video.foxnews.com/
http://www.msnbc.com/
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2015–Jan. 1, 2018) under the “All Dates” dropdown menu. Finally, I went back through 

the pages to the beginning of my time frame (Jan. 2015) and started working towards the 

most recently uploaded (Jan. 2018). 

 

Textual Analysis 

When beginning my textual analysis, I held the idea that CNN would represent a 

center-left position, Fox would represent a far-right view, and MSNBC would represent a 

far-left view. I also expected to see content related to more economics on Fox and more 

human/civil rights on CNN and MSNBC. These preconceptions were based on ideals 

held by conservative right and liberal left ideologies. 

 

CNN 

When searching for “Islam” on the CNN website, I found that my search yielded 

results varying by the time frame. For example, in early 2015, narratives were 

predominantly about former President Barack Obama’s insistence against associating 

Islam with terrorism, but, throughout 2016, narratives were about what it feels like to be 

Muslim in the age of Trump. 

In a news segment from January 14, 2015 called “White House won’t use the 

phrase ‘radical Islam’,” the discussion features two people — Harris Zafar, author and 

vice president of a Muslim organization, and Michael Smerconish, a political 

commentator for CNN — for a talk about whether it is appropriate to address ISIS and 
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other similar terrorist groups as “radical Islam.” The discussion allowed for each person 

to fully state their case. The host, who is not named, asked follow-up questions and tried 

to paraphrase those speaking to get a concise answer for the viewers. It could be brought 

into question, though, that one of the people giving his opinion, Michael Smerconish, 

also works for CNN. Additionally, the discussion was a reflection onto journalism of 

assertion as both Zafar and Smerconish gave their opinion on the debate of how to phrase 

“radical Islam.”  

“Why doesn’t Obama say ‘Islamic’ terrorism?” is a video from February 1, 2015 

that also covers the topic of what to call terrorism that claims to be Islamic. The host, 

who is not named, uses heavy vocabulary such as “dangerous,” “cold blood,” “brutally 

murdered,” “gruesome,” and “despicable” when he makes his opening statements about if 

ISIS should be considered Islamic following the beheading of journalists internationally. 

From the language that the host uses to describe the murders of journalists by ISIS, he 

could be trying to reinforce the narrative of ISIS terrorists being Islamic. The interview 

clip shown within the video after the host makes his statement shows Obama telling 

journalist Fareed Zakaria that he recognizes the problem but does not want to worry 

about labels when there are other issues. Following the interview clip, a statement from a 

leaked email about when to use the term “terrorism/terrorists” is shown on screen. The 

source of the leaked email is attributed on screen to The National Review Online. Finally, 

the news segment reaches the debate portion of the video with journalist Ahmed Shabib-

Eldin and political commentator S.E. Cupp. While Shabib-Eldin and Cupp are on 
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opposing sides, they do not strongly oppose each other. They do cut each other off a few 

times, but the most significant moment in the debate is when the host cuts in to insert his 

own opinion on the topic, not allowing Shabib-Eldin to finish his statement and instead 

giving the discussion back to Cupp to close out. 

Another video from the CNN website on the topic of whether ISIS is related to 

Islam or not, called “Is ISIS Islamic?” was posted on February 24, 2015. James Zogby 

and Asra Nomani are introduced, and the unnamed host initially asks Nomani in what 

ways can she show that ISIS is Islamic. Nomani says that she analyzed ISIS videos with a 

colleague to translate and explains that ISIS references to the Qur’an, the Hadith, and 

Mohammed in the video. However, Nomani does not name what ISIS videos she is 

referring to and the host must cut in to clarify. Zogby then contradicts saying that ISIS 

uses Islamic language, but that the president [Obama] should not call them Islamic. 

Zogby states this opinion based on that Obama is not a “theologian-in-chief” but rather 

the “commander-in-chief.” For most of the video, Zogby and Nomani provide a mix of 

fact-based insight and opinion; however, towards the end of the segment, they begin 

cutting each other off, talking over one another, and straight out arguing rather than 

discussing their points. This makes it hard to understand what is being discussed. 

In an interview with CNN’s Anderson Cooper on March 10, 2015, “Donald 

Trump: ‘I think Islam hates us’,” the presidential candidate Donald Trump is shown in a 

clip stating his opinion on America’s relationship with the religion of Islam. He uses the 

word “hate” and “hatred” multiple times. Also, Trump never directly answers Cooper’s 
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questions. Rather, he redirects the conversation and repeatedly says that “there is an 

intense hatred.” Finally, Trump also states that he thinks it is hard to separate Islam from 

extremism because “you don’t know who’s who.” The negative language used enforces 

Trump’s narrative of Islamic terrorism, and whether Cooper intended it or not, the 

interview quickly digresses into the territory of journalism of affirmation with Trump 

redirecting the conversation to affirm his own narrative. 

On October 16, 2016, “Being Muslim and American in the year of Donald 

Trump” was posted. This video is presented in a documentary style rather than an 

interview, debate, or news segment. The video shows clips from three different Muslim 

communities across America. Showing the families as everyday people — praying, 

having meals together, walking through the city, and shopping — reinforces a narrative 

that those who practice Islam are no different from any other American, and it begs the 

sympathy of the audience for those suffering from discrimination. Additionally, the 

subtext of the slow, solemn background music emphasizes the fear and sadness of those 

being interviewed and further evokes a sympathetic response from the viewer. 

Next, the search term “Muslim” resulted in more narratives about terrorism’s 

relationship with Islam and Muslims and the issue of Trump’s travel ban being a Muslim 

ban. 

On January 14, 2015, “How should we refer to terrorists?” presents a third 

opinion on the debate of what to call ISIS. Dr. Quanta Ahmed is brought onto the talk 

show to give her view but no reasoning for why she is qualified to discuss the topic is 
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given. Ahmed neither disagrees in naming the terrorists, nor agrees that they should be 

called “radical Islam” or “Islamic extremism.” She explains her word usage of “Islamist” 

by giving the history and meaning of the word. Ahmed, while stating her opinion on the 

debate, does provide somewhat of a basis for her views. 

The video from February 19, 2015, “Obama: Terrorists do not represent Islam,” 

has a misleading title. The entire video is relatively short — just over a minute long — 

and is a rundown list of “5 things to know for your new day.” The first item on the list is 

stating that Obama does not think that terrorist organizations represent Islam, and 

therefore he will not refer to it as “radical Islam.” However, the video promptly moves on 

to the next time on the list and the rest of video is unrelated to the title. 

“Terror’s middle-class jihadists,” posted on March 12, 2015, also discusses 

terrorism’s relationship with Muslims, focusing on Muslims of the middle-class. There is 

a single male speaker, CNN National Security Analyst Peter Bergen, with background 

music resembling a crime show. Bergen initially makes claims that jihadists are middle-

class but does not provide facts or evidence, which could lead viewers to dismiss his case 

before he reinforces his ideas. When he does finally provide reasons for his claims, 

Bergen lists no sources. Additionally, imagery is used heavily to try to influence the 

audience. Images of jihadists giving speeches or masked and holding knives, along with 

clips of jihadists holding weaponry and marching or driving military trucks are used. Key 

phrases such as “bourgeois background/terrorist” and “educated, married, kids, 30” are 

also emphasized with on-screen, pop-out text. 
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Next, on March 22, 2016, “Donald Trump: We have no choice but to ban 

Muslims,” was posted as a short newscast interview over the phone with Donald Trump. 

While the reporter —who is not named — is speaking to Trump, footage is shown of the 

Brussels airport terror attack. Initially, Trump responds to the questions given, but then 

he shifts the topic to Obama not calling these actions “radical Islam” and stating 

repeatedly that “we have a real problem.” As discussed in a video earlier, this interview 

also enters territory of journalism of assertion with Trump redirecting the conversation to 

enforce what he thinks rather than the issue at hand and making statements that lack 

factual vetting. 

In a short video taken from a longer newscast on January 29, 2017, “Is Trump’s 

travel ban a Muslim ban?” it cuts into a debate between Jonathan Turley and Rula 

Jebreal. The first speaker, Turley, says that currently the travel ban is not a Muslim ban 

and then switches the topic to tyranny and white supremacy. Jebreal interrupts Turley, 

shouting that “it is a Muslim ban.” The two speakers start arguing back and forth, without 

really making any points and Turley states, “you are making my point.” The two speakers 

arguing is a prime example of journalism of affirmation and even infotainment. Rather 

than gathering any insight, even opinion-based, the audience is simply left watching the 

conflict between Turley and Jebreal.  

Finally, on January 30, 2017, “Trump’s refugee ban and the war on ISIS” features 

CNN’s Ben Wedeman explaining how Trump’s executive order on travel to and from 

certain countries could influence the ISIS conflict. Wedeman discusses how the travel 
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ban has angered those in Iraq resulting in the Iraqi government proposing a reciprocal 

U.S. travel ban. The footage used shows American troops helping the Iraqi troops and the 

Iraqi government meeting to emphasize American-Iraqi relations. This news segment 

clip, unlike many of the others, is informative and gives the audience real knowledge on 

the situation being discussed. But Wedeman does not provide sources for the facts he had 

displayed on screen so one could question if the facts were vetted or if this is a case of 

journalism of assertion. 

The final term searched, “Syrian refugees,” showed narratives that focus on how 

many Syrian refugees the United States plans to allow in and the life they have once they 

have settled. It also showed narratives relating to the controversy of some governors 

refusing to accept refugees in their states.  

  “Should the U.S. be doing more to help Syrian Refugees?” is a CNN video from 

September 6, 2015. The reporter, who is not named, puts emphasis on words, such as 

“will [the U.S.] settle refugees… Europe is more equipped to handle the influx” in his 

opening statement on how the White House responded to what the United States is 

planning on doing for the Syrian refugee crisis. The newscast then inserted a clip of a 

White House spokesman reaffirming that Europe is better equipped but that the U.S. can 

help them. The emphasis on certain words in conjunction with the White House clip 

creates a narrative for the audience that America is doing all it can, and Europe will be 

better at handling the refugee crisis. However, a clip of presidential candidate Martin 

O’Malley is shown next while the reporter voices over that the candidate thinks America 
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could be doing more. From there, the newscast transitions into a discussion with Michel 

Gabaudan from Refugees International who initially commends the U.S. for discussing 

the resettlement of refugees but says that it needs to take more. Gabaudan reaffirms that 

America has been a leader in funding but not in resettling. While the discussion is going 

on, footage of refugees, including small children, is shown to call on the empathy of the 

audience. This need for empathy that the newscast calls on is explicitly stated by the 

reporter as he says the White House is not fulfilling its moral obligation to the refugees. 

The second part of the newscast, from the clip of O’Malley to the clips of the refugee 

children, contradict the first half of the segment. This may be intentional, though. It 

seems that the first part was to show what is commonly thought — that America is doing 

all it can — while the second half contradicts that more could be done. 

On September 10, 2015, in “White House: U.S. to take at least 10,000 more 

refugees,” Michelle Kosinski is interviewed on the announcement that President Barack 

Obama has ordered at least 10,000 Syrian refugees to be admitted. When the subject is 

introduced by the unnamed reporter, Syria is described as “war-torn,” and footage shows 

refugees walking away from their homes. During Kosinski’s interview, she compares the 

number of refugees taken in by other countries to the U.S. and uses inflection to 

emphasize just how many refugees Europe is taking in. For example, she says, “Germany 

possibly 800,000.” Additionally, Kosinski explains the vetting process done by the UN, 

which addresses the ongoing discourse that vetting and security are the main concern and 

is constantly brought up in Fox News newscasts. 
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 “Syrians adapt to life in the U.S.,” a video from November 17, 2015, tells the 

story of one Syrian refugee family that had settled in Ohio. The footage shows the father 

doing yard work and the children playing with each other. This contrasts strikingly to the 

following images of their hometown “battered and destroyed by war.” It heavily 

emphasizes that they are just like any other family searching for security and safety. The 

reporter, Gary Tuchman, explains that the whole state of Ohio has only 76 refugees, but 

the governor does not want to accept any more. The father, in an interview, says that he 

understands that there is fear, but he would not have been able to move here if he was not 

a good person. The documentary-style news segment calls on the sympathy of viewers 

for the refugees, despite the fear of security risks. 

Posted the next day, on November 18, 2015, “Some governors say they won’t 

accept Syrian refugees” features Kyung Lah reporting on the fear growing in the U.S. 

because of the “influx” of refugees. Lah uses the phrase “ravaged by war” to describe 

communities in Syria that were homes to the refugees. In addition to this, clips of people 

fleeing and smoky landscapes with the sounds of screams and gunfire is played. From 

there, the report switches to clips of presidential candidates and governors saying that 

America’s safety is at risk if they are let in. Then, a discussion of the Paris attacks and the 

terrorist who snuck in with refugees is featured followed by the idea that one terrorist 

should not equal the moral obligation to help people. In several interviews, the word 

“suffering” is used as well. Finally, Lah interviews a settled refugee, Dalal Saied, and 

asks leading questions, such as “Are people scared?” and “Do you think it’s going to get 
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worse?” Lah’s phrasing of her interview questions, along with the clips of war, calls the 

audience to hold politicians accountable for not fulfilling the “moral obligation” to help 

the refugees. 

“How has the U.S. treated immigrants in the past?” was posted on November 20, 

2015. It describes how the back-and-forth of whether to help refugees or immigrants is 

nothing new and uses bold language and examples that stick with the audience. For 

example, the words “dark history,” “intolerance,” “xenophobic,” and “suffer” are used. 

Along with this language, the unnamed reporter brings up Catholic immigrant 

discrimination and anti-Jewish sentiments from historical migrations. Additionally, 

African Americans treatment under Jim Crow and the historical and ongoing treatment of 

Mexican immigrants is mentioned. Bringing in historical occurrences in America 

demands viewers to search their conscious as if they are responsible for past 

discriminations and should disallow it from happening again. 

 

Fox News 

The search for “Islam” on the Fox News website yielded two major narratives that 

struck out to me. The first centered around language, specifically on the use of the phrase 

“radical Islam” and, in general, on how “political correctness” affects phrasing; the 

second narrative revolved around how supposedly U.S. Muslims needed to stand up to 

fight ISIS. 
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In “Can we fight radical Islam while being politically correct?” from January 9, 

2015, it is not made clear what point Megyn Kelly or Ann Coulter are initially trying to 

make. It is interesting that even though Kelly and Coulter agree with each other, they 

speak over each other, so it is hard to understand what is being discussed. Coulter also 

makes small jabs at leaders she does not agree with. For example, Coulter says, “Paris is 

very good at responding to situations by running out into the street with a candle.” 

Coulter then continues by saying that these situations happen because 10% of their 

population is Muslim and says it would not happen if they did not have so many 

immigrants. Coulter’s statement, presumes that all French Muslims are immigrants and 

that all the Muslims in France are terrorists or ISIS-related. Coulter also makes jabs at the 

media and the Obama administration by saying, the “conventional wisdom I’ve been 

hearing on TV … our Muslims are different/ we get a different brand/ we’re so good at 

assimilating … ‘Oh, I’m sorry, have you been to the United States of America? We 

assimilate no one’.” Late in the video, Kelly finally asks the question that puts the video 

back on topic as the title suggests, “What difference does it make if we call it what it is?” 

The phrasing of how she questions Coulter is interesting because this pushes the idea that 

it is radical Islam without exploring another side. 

On February 20, 2015, “Why President Obama won’t call ISIS ‘Muslim 

terrorists’” asks the question, “Are the American people buying it?” about Obama not 

wanting to link ISIS with Muslims. Several clips are shown with statements revolving 

around the term “radical Islam.” Additionally, a chart shown displays how Democratic 
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and Republican people feel about the subject. Lee Carter, from Malansky and Partners, 

speaks with the host, who is not named, to explain the interpretation of the charts; 

however, the video does not show nor explain how the data used in the chart was 

obtained. Without providing a source for the information, the talk show news segment 

demonstrates journalism of assertion. 

With the December 8, 2015 video “Trump doubles down on controversial Muslim 

plan,” Bill O’Reilly opens with the question, “Are you a fair-minded person? If so, 

what’s your opinion of Muslims?” O’Reilly brings in two people to speak on the topic—

Jessica Ehrlich, Democratic strategist, and Andrea Tantaros, co-host of Fox’s 

Outnumbered. Tantaros opens the conversation by discussing how she has a unique 

perspective because she is a first-generation Greek American. When Ehrlich speaks, she 

reveals that she is also a first-generation German American. It should be noted that when 

these speakers use the term “first-generation,” they are both referring to the fact that they 

are the first people in their families to be born in the U.S., not that they themselves are 

immigrants. In other words, they are incorrectly referring to themselves as first-

generation whereas they are second-generation. The two women, both having lived in 

Paris once, discuss how their experience differed resulting in different viewpoints. 

Tantaros says she was attacked by a Muslim man so she thinks there is “bad in the 

group,” such as no equal rights for women and no gay rights. However, Ehrlich states that 

she grew up best friends with a Muslim girl who was persecuted and at school she was 

taught the beliefs of both Muslim and Christians, so she understands them. While it is 
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entertaining to hear both women’s perspectives and interactions growing up around 

Muslims, this is also not a factual news report as we simply their own opinions based on 

experience. The way that O’Reilly treats both women is interesting as well. O’Reilly does 

cut Tantaros off when she speaks, but it is so he can direct her answer. When he cuts off 

Ehrlich, he does so multiple times until he gets the answer that he wants to hear from her. 

After hearing what he wants from Ehrlich, O’Reilly switches the debate back to Tantaros, 

who is continuously agreeing with him. When Ehrlich tries to give her opinion on polls 

that they discuss, Tantaros tells her to let me finish first; however, when she finishes, 

before Ehrlich can respond, O’Reilly cuts her off again and ends the segment. 

“Why language, ‘radical Islam,’ matters in the war on ISIS” from June 17, 2016 

examines how Barack Obama, Donald Trump, and Hillary Clinton all use different 

phrases to describe the ongoing conflict with ISIS. The news segment’s opening is a 

compilation of clips of the three political figureheads, and it treats their respective clips 

differently. When Trump speaks, the clip zooms in on his face when he says, “Obama 

won’t name the enemy,” and then later when he says, “anti-woman… anti-gay… anti-

American.” Zooming in this way grabs the audience’s attention and reinforces the idea 

that what Trump is saying is important. On the other hand, when Obama speaks, he says 

that there is no magic in defining this kind of terrorism as “radical Islam,” which the clip 

puts on screen in bolded, all capital letters, in bright red coloring. Finally, when Clinton 

speaks and says the phrase “radical jihadism,” the term is stylized the same way Obama’s 

speech was, with bolded, all capital letters, in bright red coloring. Stylizing the key words 
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this way makes them seem dangerous, and they are used as subtextual signs in the 

narrative’s negative context. Before Obama or Clinton spoke, clips of jihadists shooting 

guns or driving military vehicles are played, which puts into the viewers’ mind the idea 

that this is what happens with Obama or Clinton handling the issue. 

Lieutenant General Michael Flynn is interviewed on “Lt. Gen. Flynn: U.S. needs 

a new tactic against ISIS” from August 3, 2016. When they begin the interview, the host, 

Stuart Varney, introduces Flynn by stating explicitly that the Lieutenant General is a 

Trump supporter. It should not be relevant that the Lieutenant General is a Trump 

supporter and stating so gives the audience a preconception that Flynn will automatically 

agree with Trump’s decision. The host then plays a recording of Trump saying that he 

supports a strike in Libya and Flynn states that he agrees with a strike; however, he says 

there needs to be more strategy than that. 

Finally, in “Do American Muslims need to speak out against radical Islam?” from 

December 27, 2016, there is a “fair and balanced discussion,” or so says the video’s 

description; however, there seems to be more yelling than actual discussion. The two 

speakers, Imam Mohammad Ali Elahi and Brigitte Gabriel from Act for America, barely 

get to speak over the host, Jeanine Pirro. For example, when Elahi tries to respond to a 

question, Pirro cuts him off multiple times and yells, “that’s a yes or no!” Pirro then 

restarts the question, wording it so that the question is already in favor with her way of 

thinking. She says, “Let’s start with a preface, there is an Islamic threat that is facing the 

United States. Correct? Yes or no?” Again, when Elahi tries to answer and does not 
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immediately say yes or no, Pirro slams her hand on the table and crosses her arms over 

her chest. Elahi tries, and fails, to continue explaining himself while Pirro repeatedly says 

no over him and then says it is Gabriel’s turn to speak. Gabriel’s standpoint in the 

discussion is to blame Elahi by saying that it is people like him that are the problem for 

not speaking up. Elahi and Gabriel begin talking over one another before Pirro interrupts 

to say she will give him one more chance and if not then she will “finish with just 

Brigitte.” Pirro continues to shout over Elahi phrases like, “killing us… radical Islam 

extremists… yes or no… say yes.” Pirro bullies Elahi until he finally says yes and 

somewhat agrees with her, although it was taken out of context. Pirro then responds, “I’m 

gonna tell the court stenographers you said yes,” and cuts him off completely to finish the 

discussion with Brigitte. The attacks, both shouting and ad hominem — meaning a 

personal attack on Elahi from Gabriel — bullies the response Pirro wants out of Elahi. 

This news segment is a prime example of journalism of affirmation and infotainment. 

The conflict and back and forth between Pirro and Elahi provides no information for the 

audience but keeps the news segment entertaining. 

Quite significantly, the second search on Fox News for the term “Muslim” 

resulted in narratives that heavily related Muslims to terrorist attacks, some even going so 

far as to use the terminology “Muslim terrorists” or “Muslim killers.” It also resulted in a 

narrative discussing Trump’s travel ban and the various stages it went through. 

“Another terror attack by Muslim killers” from January 7, 2015 states within the 

video and uses the phrase “Muslim killers” in the title. In addition to footage of gunfire, a 
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clip is played from MSNBC where the Vermont Democratic governor says ISIS is not 

Islamic and is more like a cult. The host, Bill O’Reilly, responds by saying that is dumb 

and emphasizes that ISIS recruits fanatical Muslims. O’Reilly also states that the 

governor is in a state of denial if he does not think ISIS is Islamic. This kind of wording 

and footage does not differentiate between terrorists and religious people, and it utilizes 

journalism of affirmation’s ad hominem attacks to reinforce O’Reilly’s own ideas.  

A panel discussion is featured in “Defeating Islamic terror: Do Muslim leaders 

need to do more?” from January 14, 2015. The discussion is relatively calm compared to 

other news casts’ featuring panels, and the guests on Hannity make their points without 

interrupting or talking over one another. However, there is no variation in opinions as all 

four of the panelists agree with one another in some way. Therefore, the same idea that 

Muslim leaders need to stand up since its “their world being destroyed” is reinforced in 

this video without offering any form of a differing viewpoint. 

 “Muslim terrorist on the march,” from March 24, 2015, also features a rather 

calm discussion between Bill O’Reilly and Fox News’ White House correspondent, Ed 

Henry. The two discuss whether Obama feels any urgency towards the terrorists in the 

Middle East without interrupting one another; however, again there is no variation in 

opinions or knowledge added to the conversation. Instead, O’Reilly and Henry reaffirm 

each other’s statements. Additionally, the discussion becomes less about the threat of 

terrorists and more about their thoughts on Obama and the mistakes they think he has 

made, making the title somewhat misleading and just plainly alarmist. 
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In “Trump renews calls for Muslim ban, surveillance of mosques” from June 15, 

2016, interview clips with mosque members in support of surveillance are presented. The 

unnamed host suggests that it may be best to not tell people that they are being surveilled; 

however, Dr. Sebastian Gorka, whose qualifications are not specified, says that is not a 

good idea. Contrary to the popular opinion in the video, one panelist, who is not named, 

states that it is not right to put mosques under surveillance because if churches were 

treated in the same way, people would be angry. The other panelists, who also remain 

unnamed, tried to break in, but the point was made that “it’s about persecution, not 

protection.”  

On June 27, 2017, “Muslim activist: Why I agree with Trump’s travel ban” 

features the Council for Muslims Facing Tomorrow, which is a group trying to advance 

Muslims’ rights and freedoms, president Raheel Raza discussing why she backs the travel 

ban. For the first minute of the newscast, though, a story from Milwaukee is explained 

that was blown out of proportion and made out to be a hate crime, despite the victim 

saying it was a family matter. Chris Tucker explains how a woman was attacked while 

leaving a prayer service from the Islamic Society of Milwaukee. While it was initially 

denounced as a hate crime, the police report later stated that the victim denied this and 

claimed it was a family dispute. Tucker then states that it seems like all hate crimes 

recently have a political agenda. Language such as “victim card” and “rampant 

Islamophobia,” are used by both Tucker and Raza. While it is interesting to see how the 

Milwaukee story was taken out of context, it does not belong in this news segment and is 
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unrelated to the interview. Instead, it entertains the audience by telling a story and 

distracts from the main conversation of the travel ban. 

 “Syrian refugees” was the final term searched. On Fox News’ site, this term 

showed narratives that focused more on terrorists entering among the refugees and the 

opinion from governors on the “influx” of refugees. However, according to the Cato 

Institute, the chances of an American being killed in a terrorist attack by someone 

claiming to be a refugee is 1 in 3.64 billion a year. In fact, from January 1, 1975 through 

December 31, 2015, only 20 terrorist attacks were committed by refugees. This averages 

to 1 terrorist sneaking in for every 162,625 refugees admitted to the U.S. (Nowrasteh). 

In a video from February 21, 2015, “Could ISIS slip into US amid surge of Syrian 

refugees?” four panelists are brought in by Neil Cavuto to speak. The first speaker, Ben 

Stein, talks about how European countries opened the door to them (presumably 

refugees) and are now struggling, and he mentions Sweden specifically as ending up in 

catastrophe. However, Stein provides no basis or source for his claims. Soon, all the other 

panelists join in and talk over each other loudly, seemingly angry tones even though they 

are all agreeing. The main point that comes from this discussion is that the refugee crisis 

is an “actual security problem.” 

The idea of allowing refugees into the U.S. is a “security problem” is further 

discussed in “Will flood of Syrian refugees leave US vulnerable to attack?” from 

September 12, 2015. The phrase “disaster of biblical proportions” is used as well as a 

comparison of refugees to high school students, within the context that there is no ability 
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to check and keep track of them. Footage of thousands of refugees walking to countries’ 

borders and being stopped by border patrol is shown. For part of the news segment, the 

host, Eric Bolling, is shown arguing with three of the panelists. Bolling names the guests 

early in the segment, but he does so quickly, and their names are not shown with their 

face, so it is hard to decipher who is agreeing and disagreeing. Later, the three guests that 

agree with each other continue to argue because their reasoning is different. For example, 

one panelist says refugees should come in, but America should not feed them or provide 

money for them, and another panelist thinks that they could come in, but we need to be 

able to check them more thoroughly. The fourth panelist disagrees with the other three 

but agrees with Bolling. When she speaks, the others try to cut her off, but Bolling tells 

them to let her finish. Affirmation journalism is also noticeable in this segment with 

guests giving opinions but no facts to back it up and arguing to talk over one another. 

In “White House wants to accept influx of Syrian refugees” from September 21, 

2015, sarcastic wording is used in the video’s description: “What could possibly go 

wrong?” The host, who is not named, states that the guest speaker, Former Navy Seal and 

Representative Ryan Zinke, is “uniquely qualified to answer on all levels” but fails to 

explain why Zinke is qualified. The unnamed host uses questions to ask how Zinke 

“feels” about the topic, and Zinke responds with sarcastic comments about America’s 

foreign policy. Additionally, the phrase “It’s a security risk” is displayed at the bottom of 

the screen. While not as extreme as other infotainment segments, such as the clip with 
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Pirro and Elahi, the talk show clip is more for entertaining an audience than informing 

them on the “influx” of refugees. 

“At least 26 states pushing back against taking refugees” from November 17, 

2015 states its main point, “the problem is, you only know what you know,” about ISIS 

having successfully attacked Europe multiple times so the governors are worried 

terrorists can sneak in as refugees. This is a common narrative used to invoke fear and 

endorse tightening security. Clips of White House officials are shown saying that they 

cannot screen all refugees and are unsure of some of them helps to reinforce this 

insecurity and fear of attack. 

The O’Reilly Factor’s “How to handle the Syrian refugee crisis” from November 

20, 2015 analyzes a poll from Bloomberg News Poll on how Americans feel towards 

bringing in Syrian refugees. While Brooke Goldstein agrees with the unnamed reporter’s 

poll and says that Americans have the right not to want Syrians here since they cannot 

know for sure if ISIS could slip in, David Goodfriend states that everyone is focusing on 

the wrong thing. Goodfriend explains that the problem is with visas being overstayed; 

however, businesses do not want their employees taken away, putting money ahead of 

security. Goodfriend references the Heritage Foundation as those that are putting the 

money ahead of security; however, he never says where or how he got this information, 

so it is hard for viewers to trust it. Goldstein repeatedly tries to cut off her counterpart 

since she does not agree with his suggestions. 
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Lastly, on December 10, 2015 in “Abbott: Admin avoiding responsibility to 

protect Americans,” a clip was shown of Senator Ted Cruz from Texas discussing the 

issue of not being able to vet refugees. The clip is then followed with an interview with 

Governor Greg Abbott from Texas on what his next move will be. Abbott seems 

unphased by the fact that many of the refugees are women and children and uses the San 

Bernardino attack as an example since one of the shooters was a woman. However, the 

shooter being a woman is not relevant to the discussion because she was not a refugee. 

The shooter, Tashfeen Malik, came to America on a fiancé visa and married her husband, 

who was the other shooter, once in the country. She went through background checks and 

interviews and was deemed not a threat to public safety or security. This kind of skewing 

of facts points towards journalism of assertion as there was not enough time prior to the 

interview to screen Abbott’s answers and vet his “facts.” 

 

MSNBC 

MSNBC’s search for the first term, “Islam” also led to the debate of “radical 

Islam” vs. “Islamic extremism.” It also resulted in newscasts discussing how Donald 

Trump reacted to the topic of ISIS and Islam. 

In “The terminology of terrorism,” posted on January 15, 2015, multiple clips of 

Fox News talking about why Obama will not call it “radical Islam” are shown. 

Additionally, it is insinuated that there is a push for a reboot for the war on terror with the 

kind of language debate that is occurring in Fox News narratives. 
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On December 8, 2015, “U.S. Islamic community reacts to Trump,” Nihad Awad 

from the Council on American-Islamic Relations, which is a Muslim civil rights and 

advocacy group, explains why he thinks Trump’s call to ban Muslim immigration is 

damaging. The language used in this video is strong including phrases, “hateful,” 

“anger,” “unpresidential,” “very angry,” “hateful words,” “projects America as hateful,” 

“becomes a fear monger,” and that his brand “exploits fear.” 

Next, on April 27, 2016, “Trump: ‘ISIS will be gone if I’m elected President’” 

shows a press conference with Donald Trump but lacks any commentators so the 

audience must rely solely on Trump’s language. Repeatedly, Trump mentions stopping 

the spread and rise of “radical Islam,” and he compares the philosophical struggle of ISIS 

with the Cold War but does not explain his logic for relating the two. He puts heavy 

emphasize on his usage of the term “radical Islam” and on the word “unpredictable.” 

June 15, 2016 “The fight over the phrase ‘radical Islam’” was posted to debate 

Republicans and Democrats on the naming of ISIS. While the voiceover of an unknown 

reporter states the position of Republicans to call it “radical Islam,” he states the 

Democrats avoid the phrase, which is linked to former President George W. Bush’s 

discourse following 9/11 that Islam is a religion of peace and not the cause of the tragedy. 

The video shifts, though, from a debate to an educational segment on what Islam exactly 

is in terms of the divisions of Shia and Sunni, how many people follow the faith, and 

what the different terrorist groups believe. In the voiceover, the reporter states that these 

terrorist organizations “invoke Islam to rationalize unspeakable acts of violence.” 
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The next search term I used was “Muslim,” which found narratives of Trump’s 

Muslim ban and how radicalization could be prevented in young Muslims. 

The first video, posted on November 20, 2015, was “Harsh rhetoric from GOP on 

Muslims in US.” The reporters refer to the Republican stance on Muslims as “hawkish” 

and “feeding fear of paranoia.” The video also shows clips of Republican presidential 

candidates making statements regarding Muslims. Ben Carson is shown comparing 

Muslims to rabid dogs, Ted Cruz talks about ISIS sneaking into America, and Donald 

Trump speaks on a potential Muslim database. The news segment provides no knowledge 

for the audience to gain about the topic, but instead, is tearing down the opposing views 

of Republicans. 

 “What to tell young American Muslims,” from December 18, 2015, provides 

Sahar Alsahlani’s, a member of the Executive Council of Religions for Peace, USA, 

reactions to anti-Muslim rhetoric. In her interview, Alsahlani explains the true meaning 

of Islam: “compassion, mercy, justice, salvation, peace, and reconciliation.” The host, 

Rev. Jacqui Lewis, agrees that when Americans see terror attacks, to know that is not 

Islam, and that Islam means peace. The talk show segment, while still a form of 

journalism of assertion, is different than others studied. The language and narrative are 

positive and do not try to evoke fear, hate, or guilt. It does not even try to get viewers to 

sympathize; simply, the talk show provides Alsahlani’s views of peaceful Islam and calls 

for understanding. 
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Another news segment on young American Muslims is “How radicalization can 

be prevented” from March 23, 2016. In this video, Shahed Amanullah discusses how 

officials can reach out to young Muslims before they become radicalized. Amanullah first 

makes the point that simply asking teens in Islamic extremist areas to be “empowered” is 

like asking teens in gang neighborhoods to resist. Amanullah links the idea that reaching 

out to young people before they are radicalized starts with getting rid of anti-Muslim 

sentiments, such as those Cruz and Trump spread. Essentially, Amanullah says the key is 

to make people feel welcome and integrate them into American society, but Cruz and 

Trump’s proposals will do the opposite and instead alienate them. 

Finally, in “Joe calls Trump’s proposed Muslim ban ‘un-American’” on June 9, 

2016, Joe Scarborough and Mika Brzezinski talk to the American people about how un-

American Trump’s ban is. “That’s un-American,” Scarborough says right into the 

camera, “That is every bit as un-American as targeting Southern Baptists … That is every 

bit as un-American as targeting Jews … That is every bit as un-American as targeting 

Catholics.” Brzezinski also speaks into the camera, connecting more directly with her 

audience and says how enforcing this policy is “weak and spineless and making a huge 

mistake.” 

Finally, when I searched “Syrian refugees” on MSNBC I again found narratives 

relating to the governors refusing to accept refugees; however, instead of focusing on 

how many refugees the U.S. plans to allow in, I found the narrative relating to why the 

U.S. was not taking in more. 
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In “Why isn’t the U.S. taking in more refugees?” from September 2, 2015, Chris 

Hayes makes the case that the U.S. has the resources to take in thousands more refugees. 

Images of a toddler washing up on shore and refugees tearing through barbed wire, 

alongside clips of refugees being pushed around by border control, pull at the audience 

heartstrings to try to elicit feelings of empathy. It is then emphasized how many less we 

are taking in than other countries, and Hayes points out the mentality that during war if 

officials care, they will support the military but when it is a humanitarian issue — such as 

taking in refugees — everyone turns a blind eye. 

Then, on September 10, 2015, “US to accept 10,000 Syrian refugees” presented 

NBC’s Chris Jansing and Politico’s Nahal Toosi for a debate. During the discussion, it is 

mentioned that the recent images of a refugee toddler’s death in the ocean has started to 

make people more willing to accept them. This shows how previous narratives appealing 

to the empathy of the audience is at work. The discussion also goes over the criminal 

vetting and terrorist background check that the refugees must go through along with the 

money and cost concerns. Clips of refugees being beaten by police in other countries is 

shown followed by U.S. candidates discussing how we need to help for our moral duty. 

Even Trump is shown in a clip saying that from a “humanitarian standpoint” we need to 

help, even though he has security concerns, which summarizes the two main narratives at 

play when it comes to this topic. 

In “Mika, Peter King spar over refugee vetting” from November 17, 2015, 

Representative Peter King states his opinion, and a common sentiment on the Republican 
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side of the debate, that there is no proper vetting; however, Brzezinski cuts King off 

saying that there are vetting procedures. Neither King nor Brzezinski provide evidence of 

there being vetting or not, though. Much of the video is King and Brzezinski cutting each 

other off, going back and forth, and telling the other they are wrong. Finally, Scarborough 

cuts in, asking King to clarify how Brzezinski is wrong. King responds to this by stating 

there is no pre-established database to base the vetting off, so the refugees could say they 

are whoever they want to be. 

In “GOP Rep: We don’t know who these refugees are” from November 18, 2015, 

Representative Bradley Byrne emphasizes his opinion that the “one point of worry” and 

“one credible threat” is from ISIS sneaking in with Syrian refugees. The reporter asks 

how the American people can be convinced that they have been thoroughly vetted and 

they are not terrorists to which Byrne responds that you cannot say they have been 

because, although there is a system, it is flawed. This discourse plays into the audience’s 

fear and pushes the narrative that allowing Syrian refugees into the country is a security 

risk. 

 

Discussion of Findings 

Upon reviewing my textual analysis, I have found a few varying themes in the 

overall presentation of news on each respective cable news website. I also found that the 

type of news reported varied. For example, Fox News seemed to focus on how the United 

States would be impacted by situations external to the country, but CNN focused on what 
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the U.S. could do for the rest of the world. Specifically, there was a difference in how the 

Syrian refugee “influx” was discussed. For CNN and MSNBC, the narratives 

predominantly questioned why America was not taking in more refugees and if the 

country was doing all it could. On the other hand, Fox News framed the narrative that 

America was taking in too many refugees. The framing of these narratives is based on a 

humanitarian or “moral obligation” discourse versus a security or “safety risk” discourse. 

Often, on all three news sites, there were “hosts” and “TV personalities” rather 

than journalists. While journalists and reporters investigate topics and give facts to 

viewers, many of the segments featured hosts who simply interviewed guests for opinions 

and did not provide facts. Additionally, many of the hosts were not named or identified, 

and guests’ credentials were not frequently given. 

Further examining the CNN website, I noticed that there was a recurring theme of 

more educational news clips explaining “what things are.” For example, there were 

several videos explaining Ramadan, the 5 pillars of Islam, or the Hajj pilgrimage. I also 

noted that CNN focused heavily on the Charlie Hebdo cartoon debate while the other two 

news sites did not give this issue as much attention. CNN also seemed to follow a more 

“journalism of assertion” style. With CNN, claims made were not always backed up and, 

often, guests were brought in to give an opinion or talk about “what they think” on a topic 

rather than discuss issues or report facts. Additionally, CNN’s video durations ranged 

from newscasts and interviews that lasted around ten minutes to video clips that were 

under 1 minute. 
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On the Fox News website, my search yielded a recurring theme of news videos 

with references to the military, terrorism, war and potential attacks. The site also featured 

several video interviews and debates on Islam being taught in American public schools 

and whether this should be considered indoctrination or not. In terms of language used, 

there was a trend of Fox News using the term “radical Islam” to describe ISIS and 

Islamic extremism, and the term “sounds off” to describe speakers talking about a topic. 

Additionally, Fox News used a heavy journalism of affirmation style. Information was 

often presented without a basis or source and guests were often said to be qualified or 

have knowledge on a topic without it being explained why. Hosts and reporters who 

disagreed with a guest would approach interviews by demanding answers, such as in the 

case of Pirro and Elahi, or would interrupt and redirect the conversation, as seen with 

O’Reilly and Ehrlick. Many of the videos, which were often shorter — between three and 

seven minutes — were heavily on the side of infotainment rather than a newscast. 

Finally, the search of the MSNBC website revealed a focus on major events, such 

as the Paris attacks, the Muslim student murders at Chapel Hill, the election, Trump’s 

proposed travel ban, and the debate of how to phrase Islamic extremism. Additionally, 

the site repeatedly covers the same topic for several different segments. While on Fox 

News I noticed that the phrase “radical Islam” was often used to discuss the conflict with 

Islamist terrorists, MSNBC commonly uses either the phrase “Islamic extremists” or 

“Islamic State.” The duration of MSNBC videos was also typically longer than those on 

Fox News or CNN. Videos on MSNBC were around five minutes as a standard, but some 
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were as long as 20 minutes. On MSNBC, there was a mix of journalism of assertion and 

affirmation. While there was arguing between some of the hosts and guests, none of the 

videos were as extreme as Fox News.  

 

Future Research 

 There are several areas within my research that I was unable to cover due to time 

constraints along with additional research that could be done to further the study. 

 The concept of fake news, which seems to be a more extreme form of journalism 

of affirmation where journalism loses completely its meaning, was not covered in my 

research. However, I did encounter the topic in some of the news segments I analyzed. 

For example, Rachel Maddow interviewed a journalist, Caitlin Dickerson, who had 

written a story about a small town in Idaho that was wreaked by havoc from fake news. 

The story, originally written by Nathan Brown, covered the case of sexual assault 

between a 5-year-old girl and two boys, one 7 years old and one 10 years old. The boys 

were refugees, but it was never disclosed from where. Additionally, it was proven that no 

Syrian refugees were in the area. However, with fears from the Pulse nightclub shooting 

and ISIS running high, rumors spread that the boys were indeed Syrian refugees. 

Eventually, the story became so twisted to the point that the focal points became not the 

children but rather ISIS terrorists that had snuck in and done this. After the story had 

been twisted into “fake news,” it was picked up by Breitbart and became a national issue. 
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 In addition, it would be useful to also further the study by looking into other types 

of news media. For example, looking into network news such as ABC, CBS, and NBC 

and how those sites frame the same issues that are covered in my analysis. Furthermore, 

as indicated by Pew Research, more and more people are getting their news on social 

media. In August 2017, it was found that 67% of Americans reported getting at least a 

portion of their news from social media, with 20% of those reporting they received their 

news on social media often. This is an increase from 2016, when it was reported at 62% 

of all Americans (Shearer). Because of this increase, looking at how social media 

portrays the topic could be another direction to take the research, especially with the 

angle of targeted news ads or fake news spreading online. 
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Appendix 1 

CNN:  

 

Video Title Provided Description (if applicable) Date URL Link Duration

A perversion of Islam' Rebel fighters in Aleppo face a duel fight with both Bashar al-Assads regime forces and ISIS. Some of those fighters share with us the destruction and fear ISIS has brought to their city, and how they see ISIS as a perversion of their faith.Jan. 5, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2015/01/05/orig-a-perversion-of-islam.cnn/video/playlists/anti-isis-strikes-in-syria/3:29

How Muslims respond to critics of Islam Filmmaker Ayaan Hirsi Ali who is on al Qaeda's most wanted list and former extremist Maajid Nawaz discuss their experiences questioning the faith.Jan. 8, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/01/08/ac-interview-on-criticizing-islam.cnn8:25

France's struggle with Islam and violence Another attack in France in the name of Islam adds anxiety to a nation with Western Europe's largest Muslim minority. CNN's Jonathan Mann reports.Jan. 8, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2015/01/08/pkg-mann-france-and-islam.cnn2:51

How do we combat radical Islam? Brooke Baldwin speaks with Senior International Correspondent Nic Robertson and Zuhdi Jasser, Author of "A Battle for the Soul of Islam."Jan. 8, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/01/08/rise-of-radical-islam-brooke-baldwin.cnn5:14

A World War ... all in the name of Islam' On the heels of the deadly attack at Charlie Hebdo in Paris, CNN's Nic Robertson examines the recent history of worldwide terror events.Jan. 9, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/01/09/ctn-robertson-pkg.cnn2:22

Islam and blasphemy Fareed Zakaria breaks down what the Quran really says about blasphemy and depictions of the prophet MohammedJan. 10, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/01/10/smerconish-fareed-01152015.cnn/video/playlists/the-quran/1:12

Moderate Muslims condemning Paris attacks CNN Foreign Affairs Analyst Bobby Ghosh discusses how the moderate Muslim community is reacting to the attack in Paris.Jan. 14, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/01/14/newday-bobby-ghosh-on-whether-muslims-are-speaking-out.cnn4:48

White House won't use the phrase "radical Islam" CNN's Michael Smerconish says the White House must remain transparent and not using the term "radical Islam" is being dishonest by omission.Jan. 14, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2015/01/14/nr-brooke-smerconish-berman-radical-islam.cnn6:24

Inside the mind of radical Islam Michael Smerconish sits down with Anjem Choudary, a radical Muslim cleric in London, to discuss terrorism and the Paris terror attacks.Jan. 17, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/01/17/smerconish-choudary-01172015.cnn/video/playlists/anjem-choudary/8:35

Are news outlets portraying Muslims inaccurately? CFR's Elliott Abrams and journalist Ahmed Shihab-Eldin discuss how media outlets portray Muslims, and debate whether these narratives are accurate.Jan. 18, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/01/18/are-news-outlets-portraying-muslims-inaccurately.cnn6:46

What is the role of Islam in terrorism? CNN's Chris Cuomo and Alisyn Camerota lead an in-depth conversation about Islam, extremism and violence.Jan. 19, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2015/01/19/tonight-bts-cuomo-camerota-special-islam-and-extremism.cnn3:54

Why doesn't Obama say "Islamic" terrorism? Should the President call ISIS and other extremist groups "Islamic" terrorists? Journalist Ahmed Shihab-Eldin & CNN Political Commentator S.E. Cupp debate.Feb. 1, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/02/01/why-doesnt-obama-say-islamic-terrorism.cnn9:14

Harf: We won't give terrorists 'religious credibility' State Department Deputy Spokeswoman Marie Harf discusses criticism of the White House's refusal to call terrorists who kill in the name of Islam, "Islamic extremists."Feb. 17, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2015/02/17/tsr-bts-harf-white-house-isis-extremism.cnn3:18

How to empower the Muslim community to fight terrorism CNN terror analyst Paul Cruickshank and CNN political commentator Jay Carney weigh in on President Obama's remarks to combat terrorism.Feb. 18, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/02/18/lead-intv-carney-cruickshank-terror-threat-isis.cnn3:10

Two presidents say Islam is not the enemy More than a decade apart, Presidents George W. Bush and Barack Obama each said that Islam is not America's enemy.Feb. 19, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2015/02/19/bush-obama-islam.cnn0:10

Mother: My son went to Syria to help women and children CNN's Brianna Keilar speaks to Christianne Boudreau about her son who traveled to Syria, became radicalized and died fighting with ISIS.Feb. 19, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2015/02/19/newday-bts-boudreau-son-died-fighting-with-isis.cnn3:12

Is ISIS Islamic? ISIS is an acronym for the "Islamic State of Iraq & Syria". But is the terror group actually Islamic?Feb. 24, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/02/24/exp-erin-panel-is-isis-islamic.cnn8:26

ISIS terrorists 'hijack Islam' to rape women ISIS fighters claim Islam justifies their brutal campaign of murder and rape against the Yazidis, but religious scholars say their belief is "anti-Islamic."Oct. 8, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2015/10/08/isis-rape-yazidi-shubert-pkg.cnn3:34

Has Donald Trump fueled Islamophobia? Scottie Hughes, Kurt Schlichter, and Arun Kundnani engage in a fiery discussion regarding Donald Trump's proposal to ban Muslims from entering the U.SDec. 8, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/12/08/cnn-newsroom-poppy-harlow-muslims-trump.cnn7:36

Growing Islamophobia in the United States CNN's Polo Sandoval reports on an uptick in anti-Muslim incidents in the United States.Dec. 13, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2015/12/13/islamophobia-united-states-dnt-sandoval.cnn2:06

Donald Trump: 'I think Islam hates us' Presidential candidate Donald Trump talks about Islam and Muslim immigrants with CNN's Anderson Cooper.Mar. 10, 2016 https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2016/03/10/donald-trump-islam-intv-ac-cooper-sot.cnn0:52

The roots of radical Islam In his new documentary Why They Hate Us, Fareed Zakaria traces the roots of radical hatred back to one man who is the founder of modern radical Islam.May, 20, 2016 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2016/05/20/exp-sayyid-qutb-why-they-hate-us.cnn/video/playlists/why-they-hate-us/0:56

Obama slams Trump on anti-Muslim rhetoric Obama lashes out at Trump for his recent anti-Muslim rhetoric involving the words 'radical Islam.' CNN's Michelle Kosinski reports.Jun. 15, 2016 https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2016/06/15/obama-vs-trump-radical-islamists-kosinski-pkg.cnn2:29

Lt. Gen. Flynn: Bigger issue is radical Islam In an interview with CNN's Wolf Blitzer, Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn weighns in on Donald Trump sparing with the family of a fallen soldier's Muslim parents.Aug. 1, 2016 https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2016/08/01/khan-family-fallen-muslim-soldier-donald-trump-michael-flynn-intv-wolf.cnn11:29

Moment of joy for Aleppo's children After the ceasefire was put in place, children in Aleppo were free to enjoy their second day of Eid playing and laughing.Sep. 14, 2016 https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2016/09/14/aleppo-children-playing-orig-sfc.cnn0:50

Being Muslim and American in the year of Donald Trump A journey to 3 Muslim communities across the United States. Over and over, residents said the climate for Muslims this year is worse than it was after 9/11.Oct. 16, 2016 https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2016/10/16/being-muslim-american-in-2016-mobile-origwx-jm.cnn3:00

Travel ban affects citizens of 7 Muslim-majority nations CNN's Nick Paton Walsh reports on the recent implications of President Trump's executive order on immigration.Jan. 29, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2017/01/29/travel-ban-7-muslim-nick-paton-walsh-lklv.cnn2:26

Turkey welcomes more refugees President Trump signed an executive order on immigration, temporarily banning citizens from seven Muslim-majority countries. CNN's Ben Wedeman has moreJan. 29, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2017/01/29/turkey-reax-muslim-ban-wedeman-looklive.cnn1:33

Trump defends travel ban as protests spread President Trump insisted Sunday his travel ban on certain Muslim-majority nations would protect the US from terrorists, after a weekend of outrage and confusion over the move. CNN's Brianna Keilar reports.Jan. 30, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2017/01/30/trump-defends-travel-ban-keilar-nr.cnn1:12

Syrian refugees reunited with family in US A federal appeals court could uphold or overturn the temporary restraining order on President Trump's travel ban. In the meantime, refugees and travelers are rushing to airports and flying to the US.Feb. 9, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2017/02/09/syrian-family-reunited-in-us-kaye-dnt-ac.cnn3:17

Exploring Islam's American history A quarter or more of the African slaves transported to America were from Muslim areas--a statistic one man hopes will help Americans understand Islam's long history in the country. Watch "United Shades of America" Sundays at 10p ET. May 16, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2017/05/16/united-shades-season-2-episode-4-ron1-usoa-muslim.cnn0:45

President Trump to Deliver Speech on Islam Executive Director of Arabia Foundation, Ali Shihabi, discusses his expectations of President Trump's upcoming Speech on Islam in Saudi Arabia.May 21, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2017/05/21/exp-president-trump-to-deliver-speech-on-islam.cnn1:03

Why American prisoners convert to Islam Lisa Ling explores why many American prisoners convert to Islam on "This is Life" Sundays at 10 p.m.Oct. 24, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2017/10/24/this-is-life-lisa-ling-american-muslims-clip-1.cnn0:38

Imam's connection to Islam is rooted in childhood trauma A Muslim religious leader explains how his religion has helped him deal with the trauma of his childhood. "This is Life with Lisa Ling" Sundays at 10 p.m. ET/PT.Oct. 24, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2017/10/24/this-is-life-lisa-ling-american-muslims-clip-2.cnn/video/playlists/this-is-life-with-lisa-ling/1:33

NYPD: commissioner: This is not about Islam New York Deputy Police Commissioner John Miller says the investigation into the terror suspect is not about Islam or any particular institution.Nov. 1, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2017/11/01/nypd-commissioner-not-about-islam-terror-suspect-ath-sot.wpix/video/playlists/new-york-truck-incident/0:57
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Expert: We are 'under siege' by Islamism A Muslim scholar says Western culture may influence extremists.Jan. 11, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/01/11/nr-expert-under-siege-islamism-extremism.cnn4:30

How should we refer to terrorists? U.S. spokespeople have avoided saying terrorists are "Islamist" or "Muslim." Dr. Quanta Ahmed discusses the importance of the names being used.Jan. 14, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/01/14/newday-dr-ahmed-whats-in-a-name.cnn4:58

How is life different for Muslims in the US? How is life different for Muslims in the US as opposed to Europe? CNN's Sara Ganim talks to two European Muslims who now live in the US.Jan. 18, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2015/01/18/pkg-ganim-muslims-us-europe.cnn2:51

Syrian family reunited after travel ban chaos The Assali family was finally reunited after more than a week stuck in limbo following President Trump's executive order on immigration.Feb. 7, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2017/02/07/syrian-family-reunited-zworig-mobile.cnn0:47

3 Muslim college students shot in the head A 46-year-old man was charged in the deaths of three Muslim students in an apartment near the UNC campus.Feb. 11, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2015/02/11/wolf-johns-unc-chapel-hill-shooting.cnn/video/playlists/north-carolina-college-students-unc-shooting/3:24

Obama: Terrorists do not represent Islam The president is calling on Muslim communities to do more to counter violent extremism.Feb. 19, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/02/19/newday-five-things-2-19-15.cnn1:05

Terror's middle-class jihadists It wasn't poverty that led Jihadi John, Osama Bin Laden, Khalid Sheikh Mohammed and many more to become terrorists.Mar. 12, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/03/12/orig-peter-bergen-middle-class-jihadist.cnn/video/playlists/osama-bin-laden/2:31

A media double standard when a shooter is Muslim? Ahmed Shihab-Eldin, a correspondent for HBO's "Vice," and Noor Tagouri, an independent journalist, discuss the coverage of the Chattanooga shooting.Sep. 19, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/07/19/exp-rs-0719-chattanooga-muslim-media-coverage.cnn5:28

Trump: 'We do have a problem with radical Muslims' Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump speaks with CNN's Jake Tapper on "State of the Union."Sep. 20, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2015/09/20/donald-trump-interview-cnn-sotu.cnn2:27

Fareed's Take: Anti-Muslim rhetoric In the wake of the San Bernardino shooting, Fareed gives his take on the double standard applied to Muslims after Islamic extremist terrorist attacks.Dec. 7, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/12/07/exp-gps-1206-take.cnn4:18

Muslim refugee: We aren't going to be dangerous to U.S. Aya, a refugee who fled first from Iraq and then Syria, tells Fareed that Muslim refugees who want to come to America just want to live in peaceDec. 12, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/12/12/exp-gps-aya-sot-refugee-criticism.cnn1:26

Making sure Muslims are represented on TV Al Jazeera's Ali Velshi speaks with Brian Stelter about Trump's proposed ban on Muslims immigrants and why Muslim voices must be heard in the media.Dec. 13, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/12/13/making-sure-muslims-are-represented-on-tv.cnn4:35

Rick Santorum: 'All jihadists are Muslims' Speaking at the CNN GOP debate, former Senator Rick Santorum defends Donald Trump's comments on his proposed temporary ban on Muslims traveling to the U.S.Dec. 15, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2015/12/15/rick-santorum-cnn-gop-debate-religious-liberty-muslims-sot.cnn/video/playlists/2016-presidential-debates/0:45

Muslim nations vow to fight Islamic extremism Saudi Arabia has announced the formation of a coalition of mostly Muslim nations to fight terrorism.Dec. 15, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2015/12/15/saudi-arabia-coalition-isis-ghosh-newsroom.cnn1:37

Musim fmaily denied access to plane going to L.A. The Father of a Muslim family traveling from the UK to Disneyland has said that his family had valid ESTA visas for their trip. CNN's Wolf Blitzer reports.Dec. 23, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2015/12/23/muslim-family-stopped-from-traveling-to-la-sot-wolf.cnn/video/playlists/travel-troubles/2:04

Kareem Abdul-Jabbar on Trump's Muslim ban Basketball legend Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, one of America's most prominent Muslims, tells Fareed his reaction to Donald Trump's call to ban all Muslims.Feb. 5, 2016 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2016/02/05/exp-gps-abdul-jabbar-sot-trump.cnn1:39

Muslim in America Muslims make up just 1% of U.S. residents. Where do they live, how much do they make and what are their hopes for life in America?Feb. 17, 2016 https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2016/02/17/muslims-in-america-animation-orig.cnn/video/playlists/muslim-in-america/1:34

Donald Trump: We have no choice but to ban Muslims Donald Trump says that in the wake of the Brussels, Belgium, terror attacks that the U.S. must consider a temporary ban on Muslim immigration.Mar. 22, 2016 https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2016/03/22/donald-trump-belgian-attacks-muslim-ban-sot-trump-tsr.cnn1:13

Syrian forces retake Palmyra from ISIS Syrian forces recaptured the ancient city of Palmyra from ISIS, months after the city fell to the Islamic extremist group. CNN's Arwa Damon reports.Mar. 28, 2016 https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2016/03/28/syria-forces-retake-palmyra-damon-lklv.cnn/video/playlists/palmyra/2:01

Muslims accurately represented by U.S. media? Irshad Manji and Carl Bernstein discuss the need for Muslim Americans to be fully incorporated in both news coverage and entertainment programming.June 19, 2016 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2016/06/19/muslims-accurately-represented-by-u-s-media.cnn8:33

Did Scalise suggest Muslim ban now 'Syrian ban'? Louisiana Congressman and House Majority Whip Steve Scalise joins CNN's Jim Sciutto on The Lead.Nov. 15, 2016 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2016/11/15/the-lead-trump-guest-rep-steve-scalise.cnn2:45

Trump on Muslim immigration Donald Trump's position on Muslim immigration has shifted overtime.Jan. 12, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2017/01/12/trump-tracker-muslim-immigration.cnn0:42

Muslim woman educates community on Islam A Muslim activist travels around the U.S. to educate people on the Islam faith and Muslim people. CNN's Becky Anderson reportsJan. 28, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2017/01/28/meet-a-muslim-becky-anderson-pkg.cnn2:31

Is Trump's travel ban a Muslim ban? On GPS, Rula Jebreal and Jonathan Turley debate Trump's ban on immigration from seven Muslim-majority countries.Jan. 29, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2017/01/29/exp-gps-0129-turley-jebreal-debate-travel-ban.cnn2:43

The seven countries banned by Trump Do you know why people are leaving the seven countries that President Trump just banned from traveling to the US?Jan. 29, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2017/01/29/seven-countries-trump-has-banned-llr-orig.cnn2:11

Trump's refugee ban and the war on ISIS CNN's Ben Wedeman explains the one thing you need to know on how President Trump's executive order on refugees could impact the war on ISIS.Jan. 30, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2017/01/30/executive-order-on-refugees-impact-on-isis-sdg-orig.cnn1:12

Christian refugees skeptical of travel ban CNN's Ben Wedeman talks with Iraqi Christians about President Trump's offer to give preference to Christian refugees looking to immigrate to the US.Feb. 5, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2017/02/05/iraq-christians-react-to-trump-travel-ban-wedeman-pkg.cnn3:09

Republican family opens home to Muslim refugees Life-long Republican Rich McKinless and his family have opened their home to refugees long before Donald Trump's travel ban. CNN's Brooke Baldwin speaks with Rich and his daughter Ashley.Feb. 7, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2017/02/07/republican-family-open-home-muslim-refugees-intv-nr.cnn2:43

Refugee father racing to reach wife, daughter As the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals decides whether to overturn or uphold the order suspending President Trump's travel ban, refugees are hoping to get to the US before the border possibly closes again.Feb. 9, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2017/02/09/refugee-legal-limbo-africa-lah-pkg-ac.cnn3:06

Refugees panic amid travel ban uncertainty Victor Blackwell talks to refugees and trauma experts about the anxiety brought about by President Donald Trump's travel ban.Feb. 11, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2017/02/11/refugees-panic-amid-travel-ban-uncertainty.cnn5:24

Refugees climbed through snow to get to Canada President Trump's travel ban has created a new wave of people trying to escape the US and head to Canada. CNN's Sara Sidner reports on the incredible danger they are facing.Feb. 13, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2017/02/13/fleeing-america-refugees-to-canada-sidner-ac-pkg.cnn3:05

Refugee meets 2-yo daughter for the first time Despite being delayed by President Trump's short-lived travel ban, a Somali refugee finally meets his two-year-old daughter for the fist time.Feb. 16, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2017/02/16/refugee-reunion.cnn2:31

Trump vows to abolish radical Islamic terrorism During President Trump's address to Congress, he vowed to abolish radical Islamic terrorism from the US saying our nation cannot become a sanctuary for terrorists.Feb. 28, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2017/02/28/donald-trump-congress-address-radical-islamic-terrorist-sot.cnn2:37

Scholar discusses Islamic reform Professor of Contemporary Islamic Studies Tariq Ramadan talks about why he feels that Muslims need to reform how they interpret their religion.Mar. 2, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2017/03/02/tariq-ramadan-interview-islamic-reform-becky-anderson.cnn1:50

How Trump's travel ban dashes refugees' hopes A refugee mother shares her concern about President Donald Trump's executive order on travel. CNN's Farai Sevenzo reports.Mar. 16, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2017/03/16/travel-ban-fears-sevenzo-pkg.cnn1:47

What to expect with Trump's revised travel ban President Trump's reinstated travel ban includes restrictions on visitors from six foreign countries.Jun. 29, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2017/06/29/trump-travel-ban-in-effect-newday-dnt-jarrett.cnn1:56

Growing up Muslim and African-American An African-American woman explains the challenges of being Muslim in America. "This is Life with Lisa Ling" Sundays at 10 p.m. ET/PT.Oct. 24, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2017/10/24/this-is-life-lisa-ling-american-muslims-clip-4.cnn1:35
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Fox News: 

The world seen through the eyes of Syria's lost children Imagine a world through the eyes of Syrian refugees who have fled the war at home and are currently staying in Lebanon. Christiane Amanpour has the story.Jan. 29, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/01/29/pkg-amanpour-refugees-lebanon-disposable-cameras-iaw.cnn1:50

Syrian refugees living in limbo Photographer Natalie Naccache captures the anxieties, dreams and hopes of Syrian women displaced by war and living in limbo.Mar. 17, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/03/17/ctw-parting-shots-our-limbo.cnn2:02

Schooling for Syrian refugees Despite being forced from their homes, millions of Syrian children refuse to give up on an education. Zain Asher reportsMar. 18, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2015/03/18/pkg-asher-school-syrian-refugees.cnn2:24

What in the World: Syrian Refugees Fareed takes a look at the plight of Syrian refugees. Many have found safe haven in Jordan, but is the U.S. shirking its duties?Mar. 20, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/03/20/exp-gps-0322-witw.cnn4:01

Should the U.S. be doing more to help Syrian Refugees? Michel Gabudan of Refugees International joins CNNi to discuss what the United States should be doing to help Syrian RefugeesSep. 6, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/09/06/exp-why-isnt-the-united-states-helping-more-syrian-refugees.cnn5:01

White House: U.S. to take at least 10,000 more refugees The White House announced that Pres. Barack Obama has ordered the U.S. to admit at least 10,000 additional Syrian refugees in the next fiscal year. CNN's Michelle Kosinski reports.Sep. 10, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2015/09/10/us-takes-10000-syrian-refugees-kosinski-sot-nr.cnn2:55

White House asked to help Syrian refugees CNNi talks to George Batah, a Syrian refugee activist, about his petition he delivered to the White House this week.Sep. 16, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2015/09/16/exp-syrian-refugee-crisis.cnn5:59

Which states will welcome Syrian refugees? The governors of at least 21 states have announced they will not accept Syrian refugees. CNN's Dana Bash reports.Nov. 16, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2015/11/16/united-states-syrian-refugees-reaction-dnt-bash.cnn/video/playlists/paris-terror-attacks-aftermath/2:37

The partisan split over Syrian refugees CNN's Eric Bradner explains how President Obama, state governors and Republican presidential candidates are approaching the Syrian refugee crisis differently.Nov. 16, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2015/11/16/syrian-refugees-partisan-split-origwx-bw.cnn2:18

Governor: We need to protect Alabamans Alabama Gov. Robert Bentley, the first governor to come out publicly against resettling Syrian refugees in his state, speaks with CNN about his decision.Nov. 17, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2015/11/17/robert-bentley-syrian-refugees-alabama-intvw-cnn.cnn4:56

Syrians adapt to life in the U.S. The U.S. has accepted just over 2,100 Syrian refugees since 2011. CNN's Gary Tuchman visits Ohio to see how one family is doing.Nov. 17, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/11/17/syrian-refugees-in-america-tuchman-dnt-ac.cnn3:08

Some governors say they won't accept Syrian refugees Syrian refugees in the U.S. say fear growing as governors refuse more refugees. CNN's Kyung Lah reports.Nov. 18, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/11/18/syria-refugees-unwelcome-us-lah-dnt-erin.cnn2:34

Syrian refugees' long history in Iowa Since the 1800s, Syrians have settled in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. As the nation debates allowing Syrian refugees into America, hear from Syrians already hereNov. 20, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2015/11/20/syrian-refugees-iowa-orig-mg.cnn2:30

GOP candidates' positions on Syrian refugees Republican presidential contenders have largely come out in support of the House bill that would limit Syrian refugees.Nov. 20, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2015/11/20/gop-candidates-on-refugees-origwx-bw.cnn1:55

How has the U.S. treated immigrants in the past? The House passed a bill to suspend the program allowing Syrian refugees into the U.S. This tug of war is nothing new. CNN's Jason Carroll reports.Nov. 20, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2015/11/20/history-of-immigrants-carroll-pkg-ctn.cnn2:41

Red News/Blue News: the refugee debate Brian Stelter corrects misinformation about the Syrian refugees, observing that people with different views about the issue are talking past each other.Nov. 22, 2015 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2015/11/22/red-news-blue-news-the-refugee-debate.cnn3:12

Controversial move to send back thousands fleeing Syria Bill Frelick of Human Rights Watch talks to CNNi about what the move would mean for the thousands of Syrian refugees fleeing violence in their homelandApr. 4, 2016 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2016/04/04/exp-greece-prepares-to-send-thousands-of-migrants-back-to-turkey.cnn5:12

Teaching refugees how to code Adam Enbar, President of the Flatiron School, discusses the fellowship program which will provide 50 Syrian refugees in Iraq with the skills necessary to build careers in code.Jun. 7, 2016 http://money.cnn.com/video/technology/2016/06/07/recoded-flatiron-refugees-code.cnnmoney/index.html4:45

Syrian refugees get warm welcome in Connecticut For many refugees, starting a new life in America is an impossible dream but CNN's Richard Roth found some of the lucky few in Connecticut.Jul. 21, 2016 https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2016/07/21/pkg-syria-refugees-connecticut-roth-amanpour.cnn4:20

Donald Trump Jr. compares Syrian refugees to Skittles Mars, the company behind Skittles is rejecting a controversial analogy made by Donald Trump's son.Sep. 20, 2016 https://www.cnn.com/videos/cnnmoney/2016/09/20/trump-jr-refugees-skittles-cnnmoney.cnn1:00

Last Look: Images from inside Syria After Donald Trump, Jr. compared Syrian refugees to poisoned Skittles, Fareed takes a look at some tragic images the world should have been focused on.Sep. 26, 2016 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2016/09/26/exp-gps-0925-last-look-syria.cnn1:24

Trump on Syrian refugees Donald Trump talks about deporting Syrian refugees who are in the United States.Jan. 13, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2017/01/13/trump-tracker-syrian-refugees.cnn0:15

Middle East reacts to travel ban ruling Syrian refugees hoping to come to America are breathing a sigh of relief after three federal judges unanimously refused to restore the White House's controversial travel ban. CNN's Arwa Damon reports.Feb. 10, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2017/02/10/mideast-reax-travel-ban-damon-lkl.cnn2:17

The Syrians hoping to find refuge in America After President Trump's attempt to ban Syrian refugees from the U.S., Christiane Amanpour meets an Aleppo family in Jordan preparing to move to Chicago.Feb. 20, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/world/2017/02/20/pkg-amanpour-jordan-syrian-refugees.cnn5:34

Will Trump now accept Syrian refugees? Informal advisor to President Trump Anthony Scaramucci discusses whether the strike on a Syrian airbase will change Trump's position on Syrian refugees.Apr. 7, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2017/04/07/trump-syria-strike-refugees-newday.cnn/video/playlists/military-strike-against-syria/2:44

Syrian refugees horrified by chemical attack Sisters Heba and Huda Saeb talk with CNN's Brianna Keilar about the recent chemical attack in Syria and the US cruise missile strike that followed.Apr. 8, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2017/04/08/exp-syrian-refugees-horrified-by-chemical-attack.cnn4:18

Haley defends Trump policy on Syrian refugees US Ambassador to the United Nations Nikki Haley discusses President Trump's position on allowing Syrian refugees into the US.Apr. 9, 2017 https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2017/04/09/nikki-haley-syrian-refugees-sotu.cnn2:26
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Video Title Provided Description (if applicable) Date URL Link Duration

A look at the reluctance to call out radical Islam Obama not identifying terrorists of Paris attack as IslamicJan. 8, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/3977443236001/?#sp=show-clips3:51

Mark Steyn says media maneuvered Islam into 'victim seat' Author sounds off about the Charlie Hebdo attackJan. 8, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/3978804850001/?#sp=show-clips8:46

How to counter the narrative of radical Islam Insight from Farah Pandith, former State Department representative to Muslim communitiesJan. 9, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/3980278998001/?#sp=show-clips3:09

Expert: Arab leaders must confront ideology of radical Islam Insight from Tim Clemente, former FBI counterterrorism agentJan. 9, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/3980532881001/?#sp=show-clips3:52

Can we fight radical Islam while being politically correct? Ann Coulter sounds off Jan. 9, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/3980901241001/?#sp=show-clips4:56

What should we do to combat radical Islam in America? Studio audience offers insight Jan. 10, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/3981915878001/?#sp=show-clips16:01

Sgt. Dakota Meyer: Time to declare war on radical Islam Medal of Honor recipient reacts to new terror threatsJan. 13, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/3986581294001/?#sp=show-clips2:50

Obama's silence on radical Islam puts us all in danger Todd Starnes sounds off on Obama's State of the Union addressJan. 21, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4002289709001/?#sp=show-clips1:39

Handling Islam and terrorism How is President Obama confronting the threats to the United States?Jan. 26, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4013964033001/?#sp=show-clips5:12

Van Hipp: Fighting radical Islam is 'challenge of our time' Path forward against ISIS Feb. 10, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4043238802001/?#sp=show-clips2:37

Gutfeld: A new round of 'Nope, It's Definitely Not Islam' We are a country more worried about our reaction to evil than evil itselfFeb. 16, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4060238018001/?#sp=show-clips12:47

Why President Obama won't call ISIS 'Muslim terrorists' POTUS refuses to say 'radical Islam' at summitFeb. 20, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4072127191001/?#sp=show-clips3:20

Why is the president dismissing war with Islamic extremism? Obama says the West is not a war with IslamFeb. 21, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4074028795001/?#sp=show-clips3:26

El-Sisi: No conflict between 'core of Islam' and democracy Part 2 of Bret Baier's interview with Egyptian presidentMar. 10, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4103905040001/?#sp=show-clips7:51

Ayaan Hirsi Ali discusses new book 'Heretic' Activist on why Islam is not a religion of peace on 'Hannity'Mar. 24, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4132665711001/?#sp=show-clips3:46

No cohesive US strategy for dealing with radical Islam? Reaction from Rep. Tulsi Gabbard Mar. 24, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4132111337001/?#sp=show-clips4:25

Ayaan Hirsi Ali takes on new media attacks Activist's quest to reform Islam inspires firestorm of criticism on 'The Kelly File'Apr. 21, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4187888141001/?#sp=show-clips4:38

Is 'True Colors of Islam' testing limits of free speech? Pamela Geller discusses the Arizona exhibit May 30, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4266098017001/?#sp=show-clips3:34

What draws young men to radical Islam? Insight from Dr. Zuhdi Jasser of the American Islamic Forum for DemocracyJul. 17, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4359635060001/?#sp=show-clips4:35

Trump doubles down on controversial Muslim plan How does the United States view Islam? 'The O'Reilly Factor' investigatesDec. 8, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4652503386001/?#sp=show-clips5:01

Author warns against 'apocalyptic Islam' Joel Rosenberg, author of 'The First Hostage' shares insight on 'America's News HQ'Jan. 10, 2016 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4697564970001/?#sp=show-clips4:27

How radical Islam has recently impacted America Military specialists Dr. Sebastian Gorka and Joshua Katz react on 'Hannity'Jan. 14, 2016 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4704857807001/?#sp=show-clips10:33

Rumsfeld: Those within Islam need to stand up against terror Former defense secretary says Paris arrests are a sign of the timesJan. 28, 2016 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4726852466001/?#sp=show-clips5:46

Why are young Muslims being radicalized? Spirited Debate: Author Nabeel Qureshi on why ISIS' strategy is closer to the origins of Islam than most are led to believeMar. 22, 2016 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4812713565001/?#sp=show-clips4:55

Andy McCarthy: Islam is not a religion of peace Belgium terror attacks highlight security failures in ISIS response; Former assistant U.S. attorney sounds off on 'Happening Now'Mar. 23, 2016 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4814186403001/?#sp=show-clips5:14

Is the meaning of 'Jihad' being twisted by radicals? Spirited Debate: Ahmadiyya Muslim Community's Salaam Bhatti on why Islam should not be blamed for young Muslims becoming radicalizedMar. 25, 2016 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4817430486001/?#sp=show-clips4:09

Gen. Keane: 'Radical Islam has morphed into a global jihad' World leaders focus on ISIS threat at nuclear summitMar. 31, 2016 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4825395787001/?#sp=show-clips4:23

Why language, 'radical Islam,' matters in the war on ISIS Terror in America: ISIS and Election 2016 - Former US spokesman to the UN Ric Grenell on why 'radical Islam' are not 'magic words' and how terror groups react to language and perceptionJun. 17, 2016 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4951072919001/?#sp=show-clips5:43

Former CIA officer: Stop calling Islam a 'religion of peace' Terror in America: ISIS and Election 2016 - Former CIA covert officer Bryan Dean Wright argues that politicians should stop referring to Islam as an agent of peace and say it is 'a religion in crisis'Jun. 17, 2016 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4951204504001/?#sp=show-clips4:00

More far left propaganda concerning radical Islam Kirsten Powers examines Van Jones' controversial comments on 'The O'Reilly Factor'Jun. 21, 2016 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4970147935001/?#sp=show-clips5:55

Lt. Gen. Flynn: U.S. needs a new tactic against ISIS Lieutenant General Michael Flynn says the U.S. needs a more comprehensive plan to fight the rise of radical Islam.Aug. 3, 2016 http://video.foxnews.com/v/5069500512001/?#sp=show-clips3:27

Do American Muslims need to speak out against radical Islam?President-elect Trump vows to fight radical Islam and keep America safe from terror attacks; a fair and balanced discussion on 'Hannity'Dec. 27, 2016 http://video.foxnews.com/v/5263222134001/?#sp=show-clips6:12

What can be done to stop the spread of radical Islam? Insight from James Mitchell, author 'Enhanced Interrogation'Jun. 4, 2017 http://video.foxnews.com/v/5459191582001/?#sp=show-clips6:40

Muslim man: This attack does not represent Islam at all Man laying flowers for victims speaks out, says attack violates the sanctity of RamadanJun. 4, 2017 http://video.foxnews.com/v/5459421502001/?#sp=show-clips2:35

West on wrong or right track to defeating terror? Islam expert Alexander Meleagrou-Hitchens weighs in on 'Happening Now'Jun. 6, 2017 http://video.foxnews.com/v/5461535414001/?#sp=show-clips9:19

Is the solution to radical Islam within the religion itself? Spirited Debated: In the wake of the terror attack in lower Manhattan, Hank Hanegraaff and Mamoon Yusaf discuss the idea that the solution to radical Islamic terror may lie within the religion itself.Nov. 1, 2017 http://video.foxnews.com/v/5632301583001/?#sp=show-clips6:25
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American Muslim community reacts to Paris terror attack Author Qasim Rashid says extremism is a common enemy to all peoplJan. 7, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/3975939504001/?#sp=show-clips4:50

Another terror attack by Muslim killers Talking Points 1/7 Jan. 7, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/3976604015001/?#sp=show-clips4:02

Radical imam angers Muslims, non-Muslims with op-ed American Muslim writer, activist Raquel Saraswati speaks outJan. 8, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/3978013773001/?#sp=show-clips3:49

Defeating Islamic terror: Do Muslim leaders need to do more? Panel reacts to CAIR denouncing new Charlie Hebdo coverJan. 14, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/3990011643001/?#sp=show-clips8:39

The Muslim world strikes back, kind of Talking Points 2/4 Feb. 4, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4032886154001/?#sp=show-clips3:30

Muslim terrorist on the march Does President Obama feel any urgency as terrorists rampage across the Middle East?Mar. 24, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4132435793001/?#sp=show-clips4:08

Muslim family says daughter left Alabama home to join ISIS Parents say 20-year-old lied to them before traveling to Syria to join terrorist organizationApr. 21, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4186405477001/?#sp=show-clips1:27

Chris Wallace: Problem is Islamic radicals, not Muslims Fox News Sunday' host says it is unfortunate Trump did not stand up for Muslim AmericansSep. 18, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4495340026001/#sp=show-clips5:39

Trump draws criticism for backing plan for Muslim database Terror attacks, refugee crisis take center stage in presidential raceNov. 20, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4623289224001/?#sp=show-clips5:07

More Americans die at the hands of Muslim extremists The O'Reilly Factor': Bill O'Reilly's Talking Points 12/3Dec. 3, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4645090863001/?#sp=show-clips2:29

Muslim-American community leader: Muslims need reform Spirited Debate: Ahmadiyya Muslim Community USA spokesman Qasim Rashid reacts to California shootingDec. 3, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4644553142001/?#sp=show-clips5:02

Is it fair to call terrorism a 'Muslim problem'? CAIR-LA director's remarks spark heated debate on 'Hannity'Dec. 4, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4646984909001/?#sp=show-clips5:15

Muslim reform groups meet in DC to fight extremism Are the extremists winning? Dr. Zuhdi Jasser weighs in after leading the discussionDec. 5, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4647489327001/?#sp=show-clips4:29

Media reaction to Muslim ban overshadows terror attack Why are the media focusing on Donald Trump first and on terror secon?; Debate on 'The Kelly File'Dec. 8, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4652616945001/?#sp=show-clips11:13

Why Trump's Muslim ban is 'profoundly unconstitutional' Judge Napolitano reacts to 2016 candidate's call to prohibit entry into U.S.Dec. 8, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4652072912001/?#sp=show-clips3:34

Is it 'treason' to support US Muslim groups? Alan Colmes vs.: John Guandolo on the idea that supporting US Muslim groups with ideologies similar to ISIS equates to 'treason'Dec. 22, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4671546646001/?#sp=show-clips6:39

Rep. King: We need direct surveillance in Muslim community Republican lawmaker calls for more aggressive intelligence gathering in aftermath of Brussels bombingsMar. 22, 2016 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4812236307001/?#sp=show-clips4:03

The Islamic terror threat in America Will some Muslim leaders help the FBI with counter terrorism efforts? 'The O'Reilly Factor' investigatesMar. 25, 2016 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4817973439001/?#sp=show-clips5:05

Trump renews calls for Muslim ban, surveillance of mosques Defeating Jihad' author Dr. Sebastian Gorka weighs in on 'The Five'Jun. 15, 2016 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4943347262001/?#sp=show-clips8:19

What majority of Muslims really believe With a lot of trash talking between President Obama and Donald Trump over Muslims and what they do or don't believe, it's a good time to revisit a Pew study of Muslim attitudes about their own religion and how they see it fitting into society in generalJun. 16, 2016 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4944598093001/?#sp=show-clips3:16

Is Trump backing off temporary Muslim ban? Strategy Room: David Mercer and Bradly Blakeman on businessman's strategy in general electionJun. 28, 2016 http://video.foxnews.com/v/5002788049001/?#sp=show-clips5:33

Muslim scholar: Islam needs 'tough love' Terror expert Dr. Zuhdi Jasser testified before the Senate about the dangers of the Obama administration downplaying radical Islam before terror attack at Istanbul airportJun. 28, 2016 http://video.foxnews.com/v/5004616734001/?#sp=show-clips3:23

Muslim immigrant explains why she voted for Donald Trump Asra Nomani weighs in on 'Fox & Friends' Nov. 14, 2016 http://video.foxnews.com/v/5209348529001/?#sp=show-clips3:38

Muslim registry consideration igniting controversy Would it be legal? 'The O'Reilly Facotr' investigatesNov. 17, 2016 http://video.foxnews.com/v/5215290297001/?#sp=show-clips3:57

Muslim-American: I'm ready to fight radical Islam with Trump In the Land of Invisible Women' author weighs in on 'Fox & Friends'Nov. 20, 2016 http://video.foxnews.com/v/5218071442001/?#sp=show-clips3:56

Jeff Sessions on 'religious test' for Muslim immigrants President-elect Trump's pick for attorney general answers questions at confirmation hearing on Capitol HillJan. 10, 2017 http://video.foxnews.com/v/5276846959001/?#sp=show-clips0:47

Negative press for refugee ban Trump targets heavily Muslim nations Jan. 29, 2017 http://video.foxnews.com/v/5301946236001/?#sp=show-clips6:56

Is President Trump's executive order a 'Muslim ban'? The First 100 Days' panel of activists, veterans and political strategists debates the issueFeb. 3, 2017 http://video.foxnews.com/v/5310016205001/?#sp=show-clips7:23

Shocking new Muslim immigration poll Majority of Europeans want migration stopped; 'The O'Reilly Factor' investigatesFeb. 8, 2017 http://video.foxnews.com/v/5316427768001/?#sp=show-clips3:41

Rep. Adam Smith: We must work with Muslim allies House Armed Services Committee member responds to political correctness criticismsJun. 4, 2017 http://video.foxnews.com/v/5459451359001/?#sp=show-clips6:50

Counterterrorism expert on engaging with Muslim communities Oz Sultan provides insight after Britain faces multiple attacksJun. 4, 2017 http://video.foxnews.com/v/5459451352001/?#sp=show-clips4:36

Muslim activist: Why I agree with Trump's travel ban President of Council for Muslims Facing Tomorrow on why she backs his travel ban. Plus, she sounds off on the Muslim hate crime in Milwaukee that wasn't and CAIR's love for 'victim card' #TuckerJun. 27, 2017 http://video.foxnews.com/v/5485273447001/?#sp=show-clips5:25

Gellar: Muslim immigration means more Islamic terrorism On 'Hannity,' Pamela Gellar, author of the new book 'Fatwa: Hunted in America,' says the 'leftist Islamic alliance' is opposed to President Trump's attempts to impose national security restrictions.Oct. 31, 2017 http://video.foxnews.com/v/5631495834001/?#sp=show-clips3:46

Federal judge partially blocks Trump's ban on refugees The judge argues the policy prevented people from some mostly Muslim nations from reuniting with family members living legally in the U.S.; Steve Harrigan reports from West Palm Beach, Florida.Dec. 24, 2017 http://video.foxnews.com/v/5692132301001/?#sp=show-clips1:22
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McCaul: 'This is a very dangerous and reckless policy' Homeland Security Committee Chairman Michael McCaul discusses the latest on Syrian refugees coming to AmericaFeb. 21, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4074274295001/?#sp=show-clips3:32

Could ISIS slip into US amid surge of Syrian refugees? State Department reportedly offers thousands of refugees safe havenFeb. 21, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4074136843001/?#sp=show-clips9:33

Eric Shawn Reports: Saving Syrian refugees Yank Barry's effort to stop a humanitarian catastropheMar. 29, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4141344617001/?#sp=show-clips4:55

What responsibility does US have to help Syrian refugees? State Department had agreed to take less than 3 percent of UN requestSep. 4, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4464033602001/?#sp=show-clips3:09

Rep. McCaul: US can't properly vet Syrian refugees Republican congressman says Arab Gulf states need to step up to the plate to take in migrantsSep. 10, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4475627422001/?#sp=show-clips4:56

Will flood of Syrian refugees leave US vulnerable to attack? A fair and balanced debated on 'Cashin' In'Sep. 12, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4480344455001/?#sp=show-clips10:11

Sen. McCain: Refugee crisis requires boots on the ground Syrian refugees clash with police at Hungary borderSep. 16, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4490001445001/?#sp=show-clips4:42

White House wants to accept influx of Syrian refugees What could possibly go wrong? Reaction from Rep. Ryan ZinkeSep. 21, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4498617361001/?#sp=show-clips3:35

Fight for Aleppo could trigger new wave of Syrian refugees Assad regime forces closing in on key city Oct. 19, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4566535685001/?#sp=show-clips5:17

Do Syrian refugees pose a threat to national security? Insight from Judicial Watch's Tom Fitton Nov. 15, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4613702779001/?#sp=show-clips3:32

GOP governors on Syrian refugees: Not in my backyard Indiana Gov. Mike Pence goes 'On the Record' on why he is against allowing Syrian refugees to settle in the USNov. 16, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4616916929001/?#sp=show-clips3:04

At least 26 states pushing back against taking refugees States pushing back amid concerns of background checks on Syrian refugeesNov. 17, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4618104748001/?#sp=show-clips1:36

Syrian refugee issue takes center stage in political debate William La Jeunesse takes a closer look at the statistics of Syrian refugees and ISIS on 'Special Report'Nov. 18, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4620566137001/?#sp=show-clips4:24

Obama is importing Muslims, but he's deporting Christians President Obama says banning Syrian refugees because of their religious beliefs is un-AmericanNov. 18, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4619787632001/?#sp=show-clips1:24

Do we need background checks for Syrian refugees? Alan Colmes vs: Chaplain Gordon Klingenschmitt on the controversial decision to allow Syrian refugees into the countryNov. 18, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4619816886001/?#sp=show-clips5:32

Are the governors saying 'no' to Syrian refugees Islamophobic? FNC Radio's Todd Starnes on the political debate over whether to take in Syrian refugees.Nov. 18, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4619953219001/?#sp=show-clips3:06

Inside the religious makeup of Syrian refugees coming to US Muslims make up majority of refugees fleeing SyriaNov. 18, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4620281979001/?#sp=show-clips4:38

Terror tests, but no 'religious test,' for Syrian refugees Laura Ingraham goes 'On the Record' to sound off on the debate over admitting Syrian refugees into the US in the wake of the Paris terror attacksNov. 18, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4620691942001/?#sp=show-clips13:08

Gretchen's Take: American's don't trust vetting of refugees How do we seriously screen Syrian refugees?Nov. 18, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4620281980001/?#sp=show-clips1:12

Hillary hits back: Muslims 'nothing to do' with terrorism Dem presidential candidate hits back at critics who slam her refusal to use the term 'radical Islam' and makes her own case for battling ISIS and allowing Syrian refugees into the US. Amb. John Bolton goes 'On the Record' to respond.Nov. 19, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4622432428001/?#sp=show-clips3:39

Is refusing Syrian refugees sensible or anti-American? Juan Williams, Sheriff David Clarke weigh in on 'Hannity'Nov. 19, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4621630039001/?#sp=show-clips6:16

How to handle the Syrian refugee crisis The O'Reilly Factor' analyzes a new poll showing a majority of Americans don't want the US to take Syrian refugeesNov. 20, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4624100525001/?#sp=show-clips5:30

Trump: I want a database for Syrian refugees In wide-ranging interview, GOP presidential candidate Donald Trump goes 'On the Record' to clarify whether he would support making Muslims register in national databases, says he wants a watchlist, surveillance for Syrian refugees entering the USNov. 20, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4624096999001/?#sp=show-clips8:34

Jesse Watters on Syrian refugees: 'This is an ISIS EZPass' Americans divided over future of resettlement programNov. 22, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4626847812001/?#sp=show-clips7:15

Why is Obama so invested in bringing Syrian refugees to US? Democratic strategist David Goodfriend provides insight on 'Justice with Judge Jeanine'Nov. 23, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4627800285001/?#sp=show-clips5:52

The real story about Syrian refugees The O'Reilly Factor': Bill O'Reilly's Talking Points 11/23Nov. 23, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4628875313001/?#sp=show-clips7:04

President Obama likens Syrian refugees to Pilgrims Garrett Tenney reports from Washington, D.C.Nov. 27, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4634330329001/?#sp=show-clips1:45

Abbott: Admin avoiding responsibility to protect Americans Judge rejects Texas request to block Syrian refugees; Governor sounds off on 'The Real Story'Dec. 10, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4655694835001/?#sp=show-clips3:35

DHS Sec'y Johnson: ISIS wants to infiltrate refugee system DHS Secretary Jeh Johnson says there is credible intel that ISIS wants to infiltrate the US refugee system. What does this mean for Pres. Obama's plans to bring Syrian refugees into the US? Rep. Adam Kinzinger goes 'On the Record'Dec. 17, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4665527854001/?#sp=show-clips4:07

Most Americans oppose allowing Syrian refugees into US Dr. Zuhdi Jasser sounds off about the new pollDec. 23, 2015 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4673665541001/?#sp=show-clips3:57

Donald Trump on Syrian refugees in US: They're going back On 'Hannity,' presidential candidate shares his thoughtsMar. 22, 2016 http://video.foxnews.com/v/4813314514001/?#sp=show-clips13:17

Donald Trump Jr.'s 'Skittles' tweet causing big problem Strategy Room: Joe Lestingi and Chandler Thornton weigh in on Donald Trump Jr.'s tweet likening Syrian refugees to a bowl of skittles and the problems it may cause for Trump Sr.Sep. 21, 2016 http://video.foxnews.com/v/5135464939001/?#sp=show-clips6:48

New executive order removes language on Syrian refugees John Roberts has the similarities and the differencesFeb. 23, 2017 http://video.foxnews.com/v/5334100931001/?#sp=show-clips3:58

Haley: Syrian refugees want to go home, not to US U.S. ambassador to the United Nations speaks exclusively to Eric ShawnJun. 1, 2017 http://video.foxnews.com/v/5455950474001/?#sp=show-clips3:46
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Video Title Provided Description (if applicable) Date URL Link Duration

Turning point for Muslims? The Hezbollah leader said that extremists have done more harm to Islam than any cartoonist. Is this a turning point? Nihad Awad joins The Last Word.Jan. 9, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/turning-point-for-muslims-3826453159386:11

Joe: Why won't WH call it Islamic extremism? Top Talkers: The Morning Joe panel discusses new video footage showing the Kouachi brothers moments following the attacks on the Charlie Hebdo offices. Meanwhile, the White House refuses to call the Paris attacks as "radical Islam."Jan. 14, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/joe--why-wont-wh-call-it-islamic-extremism--384114755914?playlist=associated17:38

Has Islam been interpreted incorrectly? Does Islam have a problem with blasphemy? Mustafa Akyol says interpretations of the Quran that punishes blasphemy with death are purely "man-made."Jan. 14, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/has-islam-been-interpreted-incorrectly-3845448358455:05

The terminology of terrorism The White House is under fire for refusing to call the Paris attacks "Islamic terrorism," a choice that's consistent with President Obama's attempts to re-frame the Bush war on terror.Jan. 15, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/the-terminology-of-terrorism-38502969951913:41

Massive round-up of suspected Islamic extremists More than two dozen people have been swept up as authorities crack down on potential threats across the Europe. Richard Engel join Steve Kornacki to discuss.Jan. 16, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/hardball/watch/massive-round-up-of-suspected-islamic-extremists-38555398796714:16

Conversation on Islam cannot be "hijacked" Lawrence continues part three of our panel debate on religious violence, its origins and culprits, plus the debate’s effect on U.S. foreign policy.Feb. 9, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/conversation-on-islam-cannot-be-hijacked-3966008999814:54

Pres. Obama, religion, & the Islamic State A political war of words has erupted and now gone on for days over Pres. Obama’s remarks on Christianity and Islam. Lawrence O’Donnell leads a political discussion with our panel of top experts.Feb. 9, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/pres.-obama--religion----the-islamic-state-3965978277639:00

Marking the 36th anniversary of the Islamic Revolution Celebrations kicked off across Iran to mark the anniversary of the 1979 Islamic Revolution, with chants of “Down with the USA” and “Death to Israel.”Feb. 11, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/marking-the-36th-anniversary-of-the-islamic-revolution-3975245479582:41

What is going to end the war in Syria?' Phyllis Bennis, Jill Filipovic, James Traub, and Asra Nomani join The Last Word to discuss what type of strategy is needed to end the terror attacks from the Islamic State.Feb. 16, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/-what-is-going-to-end-the-war-in-syria---4001884838145:01

Obama hit with criticism for Islam remarks President Obama continues to be criticized for remarks he made about Islam on Wednesday, when he defended the "true peaceful nature of Islam" and said that groups like ISIS espouse a "twisted" version of the faith. Alex Wagner and guests discuss.Feb. 19, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/now-with-alex-wagner/watch/obama-hit-with-criticism-for-islam-remarks-40155296363415:00

ISIS & Islam What, if any, are ISIS’s connections to the teachings of Islam? Graeme Wood, contributing editor at The Atlantic, joins to discuss his controversial theory.Feb. 19, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/the-reid-report/watch/isis---islam-4015309477936:18

New details on religious makeup of the world A new Pew Research study found that Christianity will continue to be the world’s largest religion, and Islam will be the fastest-growing major religion. Conrad Hackett from the Pew Research Center talks with Alex Witt.Apr. 4, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/alex-witt/watch/new-details-on-religious-makeup-of-the-world-4244030116963:15

Is ISIS setting up cells in America? ISIS says it has sleeper cells in 15 states, ready to strike. Meanwhile, in Texas, Pamela Geller endangers herself by hosting a carnival of anti-Islamic art. How much trouble will this ignite? Rep. Sheila Lee Jackson (D-TX) and terrorism analyst Evan Kohlmann discuss.May 7, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/hardball/watch/is-isis-setting-up-cells-in-america--44176441962512:23

Key ISIS leader killed in US raid in Syria NBC News Chief Foreign Correspondent Richard Engel reports to Alex Witt about the recent U.S. Special Operations raid in Syria, and what the killing of key Islamic State official Abu Sayyaf means for the fight against ISIS.May 16, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/alex-witt/watch/key-isis-leader-killed-in-us-raid-in-syria-4466084516535:29

Anti-Islam extremists grow less inhibited expressing prejudice and hate Rachel Maddow reports on an armed, anti-Islam hate rally outside a mosque in Phoenix, Arizona, and the increasingly outspoken expressions of prejudice and hatred by anti-Islam extremists nationwide.May. 29, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/watch/anti-islam-extremists-grow-less-inhibited-4548757158865:37

Is the Islamic State becoming more ambitious? The terrorist last week in Tunisia, Kuwait and Paris left many wondering if the Islamic State's reach is growing significantly outside of Iraq and Syria. The Quilliam Foundation's Charlie Winter join Ayman Mohyeldin to discuss.Jul. 1, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/road-map/watch/is-the-islamic-state-becoming-more-ambitious--4742569635296:19

What if the Islamic State wins? What if ISIS is actually transforming into a functioning state with real staying power? Stephen Walt from Harvard University joins Ayman Mohyeldin to discuss.Jul.22.2015Jul. 22, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/road-map/watch/what-if-the-islamic-state-wins--4892099239007:03

Graham: We have no strategy against radical Islam Sen. Lindsey Graham, R-S.C., discusses Donald Trump's tax comments, why another 9/11 is coming to the U.S. and his job strategy.Sep. 2, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/graham--we-have-no-strategy-against-radical-islam-517905987613?playlist=associated5:20

Atheist and Muslim talk Islam, tolerance Sam Harris and Maajid Nawaz talk to Lawrence O'Donnell about their new book "Islam and the Future of Tolerance," American troops in Afghanistan, and what the 2016 candidates should be asked at the next debate.Oct. 15, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/atheist-and-muslim-talk-islam-tolerance-54543981188114:08

Obama: This is not a war on Islam At the G20 Summit, President Barack Obama recalls 9/11 attacks and how George W. Bush fought against terror not religion.Nov. 16, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc-news/watch/obama--this-is-not-a-war-on-islam-5676058279811:51

Being Muslim in these times Rev. Dr. Peter Heltzel, Director of the Micah Institute at New York Theological Seminary and Imam Khalid Latif, the Executive Director and Imam for the Islamic Center at New York University, talk about what it’s like to be Muslim at moments like this and being around Islamophobia and hateful rhetoric.Nov. 19, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc-news/watch/being-muslims-in-these-times-5702134437935:12

George W. Bush said 'Islam is peace' after 9/11 Dr. Azizah Al-Hibri, founder of an organization of Muslim women lawyers for human rights and a professor at the University of Richmond School of Law, reflects on what it was like to stand next to George W. Bush as he spoke at an Islamic center days after 9/11.Nov. 20, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/george-w.-bush-said-islam-is-peace-after-9-11-5712517798363:50

Anti-Muslim rhetoric worsens, dangerous The rhetoric and fear around terrorism has reared its ugly head in the aftermath of the attack in Paris, with elected leaders and presidential hopefuls making statements that have disenfranchised American Muslims. Corey Saylor from the Council on American-Islamic Relations discusses.Nov. 24, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/muslim-rhetoric-has-changed-from-bush-era-5736177318578:54

Trump: 'Something going on' with Islam and violence Donald Trump joins Morning Joe to discuss Islam and whether it's a peaceful or violent religion.Nov. 30, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/trump--something-going-on-with-islam-and-violence-576200259724?playlist=associated2:06

Pres. Obama: ISIL does not speak for Islam Republican Congressman Bill Johnson of Ohio joins Thomas Roberts to discuss his reactions to President Obama’s Sunday address concerning America’s fight against ISIS.Dec. 7, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/thomas-roberts/watch/pres.-obama--isil-does-not-speak-for-islam-5815168676146:55

Huckabee: We are not at war with Islam 2016 GOP candidate Mike Huckabee tells Joe Scarborough and Mika Brzezinski that America is not at war with Islam or Muslims.Dec. 7, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/huckabee--we-are-not-at-war-with-islam-581257283955?playlist=associated2:32

Muslim American: 'We are Americans' Executive Director of Women's Islamic Initiative, Daisy Khan, weighs in on how Donald Trump's proposal to ban Muslims from entering into the U.S. affects the livelihood of Muslim Americans.Dec. 8, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/kate-snow/watch/muslim-american--we-are-americans-5829740199063:00

U.S. Islamic community reacts to Trump The National Executive Director for the Council on American-Islamic Relations, Nihad Awad, joins MSNBC’s Jose Diaz-Balart to explain why he believes Donald Trump’s call to shut down Muslim immigration is damaging the Republican party.Dec. 8, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/jos--d-az-balart/watch/us-islamic-community-reacts-to-trump-5820897956303:53

Reps. Steve King & Keith Ellison on Islamophobia Ellison, a Democrat, was the first Muslim American elected to Congress, while King, a Republican, agrees with three-quarters of his party that Islam is incompatible with the American way of life.Dec. 9, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/reps.-king---ellison-on-islamophobia-58326227557811:33

Anti-Muslim hate crimes rise in the U.S. Both the Council on American Islamic Relations and the Anti-Defamation League said that there has been an increase in crimes against Muslims and those perceived to be Muslims in recent weeks. Cartoonist and Creator of Sikhtoons.com, Vishavjit Singh, the Executive Director of the Arab American Association of New York, Linda Sarsour and NYU Professors, Cristina Beltran and Thomas Sugrue discuss the recent rise.Dec. 12, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/melissa-harris-perry/watch/anti-muslim-hate-crimes-rise-in-the-u.s.-58497645166310:26

Anti-Muslim rhetoric spikes after San Bernardino Dr. Zuhdi Jasser, president and founder of the American Islamic Forum for Democracy, speaks with Alex Witt about an attack on a mosque that is being charged as a hate crime, as well as Donald Trump’s call to ban Muslims from entering the United States.Dec. 13, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/melissa-harris-perry/watch/anti-muslim-rhetoric-spikes-after-san-bernardino-5852923555395:22

Donald Trump defends recent anti-Muslim rhetoric During the CNN GOP debate, Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump doubles down on recent anti-Muslim commentary, standing by his statement that “Islam hates us.”Mar. 10, 2016 http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc-quick-cuts/watch/trump-defends-recent-anti-muslim-rhetoric-6418355879980:33

Trump: 'ISIS will be gone if I'm elected President' Donald Trump discusses his foreign policy plans if he were elected President and states how he will “contain the spread of radical Islam.”Apr. 27, 2016 http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc-news/watch/trump-isis-will-be-gone-if-i-m-elected-president-6747960996073:22

The fallout from Trump's Muslim ban Rasha Mubarak, Orlando regional coordinator for the Council on American-Islamic relations, joins Chris Hayes to discuss the tragedy in Orlando and the presumptive GOP nominee's reaction.Jun. 14, 2016 http://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/the-fallout-from-trump-s-muslim-ban-7057004198164:52

The fight over the phrase 'radical Islam' In the wake of another terrorist attack, a side-debate was reignited: What to call the attackers?Jun. 15, 2016 http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc-quick-cuts/watch/the-fight-over-the-phrase-radical-islam-7055125158112:41

Radical Islam seeks to exploit the lost and angry Richard Engel, NBC News chief foreign correspondent, talks with Rachel Maddow about her interview with self-described reformed Islamic extremist Sohail Ahmed and how Ahmed's experience fits the profile of Islamic extremists.Jun. 17, 2016 http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/radical-islam-exploits-the-lost-and-angry-708027971565?playlist=associated4:51

Once on the brink of terror, former Islamic extremist looks back Sohail Ahmed, a self-described reformed Islamic extremist, talks with Rachel Maddow about his motives and mindset as he considered committing acts of terror, and how being gay deepened his radicalization.Jun. 17, 2016 http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/reformed-islamic-extremist-looks-back-708013123527?playlist=associated7:20

Trump's misunderstanding of Islam Mia Bloom, Georgia State University professor, discusses Donald Trump's comments regarding the Islamic faith.Aug. 1, 2016 http://www.msnbc.com/kate-snow/watch/trump-s-misunderstanding-of-islam-7361311399262:52

Trump, Immigration and the Travel: A Brief History Take a look back at President Trump and his colleagues discussing Muslims, Islam, immigration and travel ban, from the early days of his presidential campaign to now.Mar. 16, 2017 http://www.msnbc.com/hardball/watch/trump-immigration-and-the-travel-ban-a-brief-history-8998195879191:25
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Did Obama's speech miss the mark on civil liberties and Muslim Americans? Ayman Mohyeldin, Faiza Patel and Fahd Ahmed talk about President Obama's speech on combating ISIS, urging Muslim leaders to do more, and speaking out against violence. Did the president address profiling against Muslim Americans? Should he have focused more on civil liberties and civil rights?Feb. 18, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/now-with-alex/watch/did-civil-liberties-get-lost-in-obamas-speech--4010793636527:01

New show parodies stereotypes against Muslims Aasif Mandvi's new web-series "Halal in the Family" examines and parodies the stereotypes that American Muslims face. NBC's Anne Thompson reports.Apr. 15, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/road-map/watch/new-show-parodies-stereotypes-against-muslims-4286290599092:24

US still plagued by anti-Muslim sentiment There were many reminders this week in the world of news and politics that Islamophobia is still alive in the U.S. How far do we need to go in moving the country away from anti-Muslim sentiments? James Zogby, President of the Arab American Institute, Buzzfeed's Evan McMorris-Santoro, The Blaze's Amy Holmes and Mother Jones' David Corn join to discuss.Sep. 20, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/up-with-steve-kornacki/watch/us-still-plagued-by-anti-muslim-sentiment-52887097990814:33

Resistance to refugees fueled by bigotry? The Blaze's Amy Holmes and James Zogby of the Arab American Institute clash over whether resistance to accepting Syrian refugees in the U.S. stems from anti-Muslim sentiment.Sep. 20, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/up-with-steve-kornacki/watch/resistance-to-refugees-fueled-by-bigotry--5289344675383:58

Is 'Islamohphobia' an issue in this country? The comments from Donald Trump and Ben Carson about whether a Muslim should be allowed to be president shine a light on the issue of “Islamophobia” in the country. Chicago Tribune’s Clarence Page, Bloomberg Politics’ Melinda Henneberger, and Vox’s Jonathan Allen make up the Hardball Roundtable.Sep. 22, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/hardball/watch/is-islamophobia-an-issue-in-this-country--5305068196543:10

Sanders: This is a war for the soul of Islam Sen. Bernie Sanders talks about the threat of ISIS, saying all the Muslim nations need to "get their hands dirty" and take on ISIS. He says other countries including the U.S. should be supportive but the Muslim countries need to lead the effort.Nov. 14, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/watch/sanders-this-is-a-war-for-the-soul-of-islam-5670446758660:42

Cruz quick to exploit right's refugee fear Rachel Maddow reports that while all of the Republican presidential candidates have moved to take advantage of the fear among voters on the right of immigrants, Muslims, and Syrians, Ted Cruz is the first to try to exploit that fear with a piece of stuntNov. 16, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/cruz-quick-to-exploit-rights-refugee-fear-570617923590?playlist=associated0:50

Pres. Obama comments on Syrian refugee debate Pres. Obama had some harsh criticism for those against allowing Syrian refugees to come to the United States adding that some suggesting ‘Christians are more worthy of protection than Muslims are in a war-torn land’ are giving ISIS exactly what they want.Nov. 17, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/pres.-obama-comments-on-syrian-refugee-debate-5688863399720:56

Muslim congressman: US Muslims feeling patriotic Rep. Keith Ellison, D-Minn., says American Muslims are feeling a surge of patriotism in the wake of Paris' attacks and following the calls of GOP governors to restrict Syrian immigrants into the United States.Nov. 18, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/muslim-congressman--us-muslims-feeling-patriotic-569050691840?playlist=associated6:36

Muslims rally against ISIS in Washington, DC Rachel Maddow shares images of a mixed-faith rally and vigil organized by Muslim groups denouncing ISIS, and a march in Philadelphia against Islamophobia.Nov. 20, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/muslims-rally-against-isis-in-washington--dc-572411459994?playlist=associated1:02

Donald Trump clouds position on Muslim database with deflections Rachel Maddow follows yesterday's reporting about Donald Trump's apparent position on tracking Muslims in the United States with new reporting on Trump's response to the controversy. His position, however remains clouded in half-answers and deflections, leaving him open to further questions and criticism.Nov. 20, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/trump-keeps-it-vague-on-muslim-database-571284035740?playlist=associated7:23

The context behind Trump's 'Muslim database' Reporter Hunter Walker describes the questions he asked the GOP frontrunner that led to his endorsement of a database to register Muslims.Nov. 20, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/the-context-behind-trumps-muslim-database-5712461478027:57

Muslims Face Backlash After Isis Attacks New polling shows more Americans view Islam as "at odds with America's values." Author Dalia Mogahed discusses the role of heated political rhetoric on the country's view of the religion.Nov. 20, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/muslims-face-backlash-after-isis-attacks-5711212198986:46

Harsh rhetoric from GOP on Muslims in US The GOP continues its harsh rhetoric toward the Muslim community following the terror attacks in Paris. But is this exactly what ISIS wants? Mother Jones’ David Corn and USA Today’s Paul Singer discuss.Nov. 20, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/hardball/watch/harsh-rhetoric-from-gop-on-muslims-in-us-5712103079986:36

Controversy around Trump's Muslim registry comments Former Bush-Cheney advisor Robert Traynham and political strategist L. Joy Williams comment on GOP candidate Donald Trump’s recent statement regarding a Muslim database.Nov. 21, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc-news/watch/controversy-surrounds-trump-s-muslim-comments-5714673316004:21

Clinton: Terrorists 'are perverting the very meaning of religion' At a campaign event on Monday evening, Hillary Clinton discussed the war on ISIS, calling terrorists "thugs" and "criminals," and stressed that it's not smart "to act like we're waging war on every Muslim in the world."Nov. 23, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/clinton-talks-tough-on-criminal-terrorists-5730217636650:48

How are Muslim Americans reacting to Trump? GOP front-runner Donald Trump continues to defend his recent comments on a national database for Muslims. Rep. Andre Carson explains why he feels Trump is still ahead in the polls even after this controversy and shares how Muslim Americans are reacting to this.Nov. 23, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/how-are-muslim-americans-reacting-to-trump--5725840035684:22

Rep. King: 'They bring with them Sharia law' The conservative immigration hard-liner tells Chris Hayes what he thinks about Muslims in America, and why he's backing Ted Cruz for President.Nov. 24, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/rep.-king--they-bring-with-them-sharia-law-5737836196775:46

Republican Muslims react to anti-Muslim Trump's rhetoric As some Republican candidates become increasingly hostile to America's Muslim population, are they cutting themselves off from what would have been a powerful base? Former Bush administration official Suhail Khan and Saba Ahmed from the Republican Muslim Coalition join to discuss.Nov. 29, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/up/watch/republican-muslims-react-to-trumps-rhetoric-5758899879167:20

Trump calls for halting of Muslims entering US GOP presidential hopeful Donald Trump's campaign released a written statement on Monday calling for "a total and complete shutdown of Muslims entering the United States."Dec. 7, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/kate-snow/watch/trump-calls-for-shutdown-of-muslim-immigrants-5816095397344:21

How Muslims can be proactive in their community The Daily Beast's Asra Nomani explains how Muslims can confront to issue of extremism in their communities.Dec. 7, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/jos--d-az-balart/watch/how-muslims-can-be-proactive-in-their-community-5813095079915:33

Muslim-Americans respond to Trump's Muslim ban MSNBC’s Steve Kornacki takes a look at the poll Donald Trump used to base his call to ban Muslims from entering the United States. Linda Sarsour, Executive Director of the Arab American Association of New York also discusses.Dec. 8, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/tamron-hall/watch/is-islam-at-odds-with-american-values--5821957799517:59

Trump's Muslim ban proposal: Is it legal? Aside from the moral and ethical questions being raised over Republican frontrunner Donald Trump’s proposal to ban Muslims from the United States, many are asking, is it legal? MSNBC Chief Legal Correspondent Ari Melber takes a look at what some constitutional law experts are saying.Dec. 8, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/tamron-hall/watch/trump-s-muslim-ban-proposal--is-it-legal--5821932198763:23

Muslim-American student: 'I feel unsafe all the time' Muslim-American student Marwa Balkar and Haroon Moghul of the Institute for Social Policy & Understanding join MSNBC's Erica Hill to discuss what life is like for Muslim-Americans in the wake of terrorism and also share how Donald Trump's recent comments have perpetuated the marginalization of the Muslim community in the United States.Dec. 8, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc-news/watch/muslim-student--i-feel-unsafe-all-the-time-5824251555196:13

Muslim army vet responds to Trump U.S. Army veteran Shahriar Chowdhury joins to explain why Muslims are "just as American as everyone else," in response to Donald Trump's remarks on Muslims in recent weeks.Dec. 9, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/kate-snow/watch/muslim-army-vet-responds-to-trump-5837128356323:13

Rep. Ellison: 'It's not just a Muslim thing' Donald Trump’s anti-Muslim rhetoric is resonating with supporters, but frightening and alienating many Muslim Americans. Rep. Keith Ellison comments on how this is affecting the Muslim American community and states his support for Speaker Paul Ryan’s response to Trump stating, “This is not American.”Dec. 9, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/andrea-mitchell-reports/watch/rep.-ellison---it-s-not-just-a-muslim-thing--5829141155543:48

Republican Muslims react to Trump The President and Founder of the Republican Muslim Coalition, Saba Ahmed, shares her thoughts on GOP front-runner Donald Trump’s recent proposal of a ban on all Muslims. Ahmed calls on more Republican leaders to speak out against Trump.Dec. 9, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/jos--d-az-balart/watch/republican-muslims-react-to-trump-5828311716854:33

Obama urges Muslims to root out extremism When President Barack Obama addressed the nation from the Oval Office, he took a moment to speak specifically about Muslim communities in America and around the world. Security expert, Mustafa Tameez, joins Melissa Harris-Perry and the panel to discuss the balancing of security and civil rights.Dec. 12, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/melissa-harris-perry/watch/obama-urges-muslims-to-root-out-extremism-5871667875586:48

Islamophobia is on the rise' Haroon Moghul of the Institute for Social Policy & Understanding and President of the Republican Muslim Coalition Saba Ahmed join MSNBC's Richard Lui to discuss the effects of Trump's anti-Muslim remarks on the Muslim-American community and how a climateDec. 12, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/up/watch/islamophobia-is-on-the-rise-5849800355872:50

Living as a Muslim in America today Alex Wagner speaks to Dr. Suzanne Barakat, the sister of Deah Barakat who was killed earlier this year in the Chapel Hill shooting, about what it's like to be Muslim in a post-Trump world.Dec. 17, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/living-as-a-muslim-in-america-today-58795065995910:10

What to tell young American Muslims Sahar Alsahlani, a member of the Executive Council of Religions for Peace, USA, reacts to the rhetoric against Muslims in light of recent terror attacks, and discusses how young Muslims can counter the vitriol.Dec. 18, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc-news/watch/what-to-tell-young-american-muslims-5911388837126:38

Trump's message for Muslim-American community MSNBC's Steve Kornacki joins Jose Diaz-Balart to discuss Trump's comments on the Muslim-American community on Morning Joe this morning, and his latest standings in a New Hampshire poll.Dec. 18, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/jos--d-az-balart/watch/trumps-message-for-muslim-american-community-5882163878483:01

Supporter to Trump: 'I'm a Muslim and I'm for you all the way' On Friday, a man told Donald Trump that he is a Muslim and supports the Trump campaign, saying "I'm a Muslim and I'm for you all the way."Feb. 19, 2016 http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc-quick-cuts/watch/supporter-to-trump-i-m-a-muslim-6264981156490:27

How radicalization can be prevented Former Senior Adviser to the U.S. State Department, Shahed Amanullah, discusses how public officials can reach out to young people before they’re radicalized, and how proper integration of the Muslim community could help with the fight against terrorism.Mar. 23, 2016 http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc-news/watch/fighting-against-homegrown-radicalization-6508544676204:14

Kasich on surveilling Muslim neighborhoods John Kasich talks about Ted Cruz's proposal to patrol Muslim neighborhoods at MSNBC's Town Hall.Mar. 30, 2016 http://www.msnbc.com/mtp-daily/watch/kasich-on-surveilling-muslim-neighborhoods-6553943718963:28

Trump on Muslim ban: We have to be 'vigilant' Donald Trump stands by his ban against foreign Muslims and his immigration policy to deport undocumented immigrants in the U.S. Can the presumptive Republican nominee unite the GOP leadership behind his candidacy and his policies?May 4, 2016 http://www.msnbc.com/hardball/watch/trump-on-muslim-ban-we-have-to-be-vigilant-6795986597555:05

Trump and the Muslim 'problem' MSNBC foreign correspondent Ayman Mohyeldin joins Kate Snow to discuss details surrounding Donald Trump's proposed Muslim ban and his plan to gather a "commission" help him.May 11, 2016 http://www.msnbc.com/kate-snow/watch/trump-and-the-muslim-problem-6838518435122:38

Does Trump get to evolve on Muslim ban? Donald Trump appears to be softening his tone on a temporary ban on Muslims traveling to the U.S., but how can the public be certain this is his final opinion on the matter? The Morning Joe panel weighs in.May 13, 2016 http://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/does-trump-get-to-evolve-on-muslim-ban-685122627580?playlist=associated4:16

Trump's 'suggestions' regarding Syrian refugees Donald Trump said that some of his most controversial proposals, like a temporary ban on admitting Muslims to the U.S. are just suggestions. MSNBC’s Ayman Mohyeldin takes a look at some of the alarming statements regarding Syrian refugees Trump has made on the campaign trail.May 14, 2016 http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc-news/watch/trump-s-suggestions-regarding-syrian-refugees-6859013796011:55

Joe calls Trump's proposed Muslim ban 'un-American' While talking about Donald Trump's proposed Muslim ban, Joe Scarborough calls it un-American. Mika Brzezinski then comments on Trump’s recent controversial remarks on the judge and says GOP leaders are "weak and spineless" for not getting the presumptive nominee to tone down his rhetoric.Jun. 9, 2016 http://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/joe-calls-trump-s-muslim-ban-un-american-702037059853?playlist=associated2:54

Trump suddenly weakens stance on Muslim ban Rachel Maddow sorts through the confusion over Donald Trump's sudden weakening on the subject of his proposed ban on Muslims entering the U.S., a former cornerstone of his campaign.Jun. 28, 2016 http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/trump-suddenly-weakens-stance-on-muslim-ban-714912323850?playlist=associated4:34

Donald Trump's plan for 'extreme vetting'? Do Donald Trump and running mate Mike Pence have a specific vision for "extreme vetting" of Muslim immigrants? Trump campaign Senior Advisor Barry Bennett joins MSNBC's Tamron Hall to explain.Jul. 18, 2016 http://www.msnbc.com/tamron-hall/watch/donald-trump-s-plan-for-extreme-vetting-7271132839938:39

Fact check: Trump on Syria, refugees, and San Bernardino NBC's Pete Williams fact-checks Donald Trump's comments on Syria and Syrian refugees. Williams also breaks down Donald Trump's claims that Muslim-Americans knew the San Bernardino attackers were making bombs.Oct. 9, 2016 http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc-news/watch/fact-check-trump-on-syria-refugees-and-san-bernardino-7825065639802:31

Muslim-Americans face frightening future under Trump Rachel Maddow points out that Donald Trump never rescinded his pledge to ban Muslims from the United States, and for Muslim-Americans a Trump presidency would have a significant impact on what it means to be American.Nov. 8, 2016 http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/muslim-americans-face-frightening-future-805091395933?playlist=associated1:09

Anti-Muslim hostility in the age of Trump Dean Obeidallah and Negin Farsad join Joy Reid with their positive message of coalition building, as discriminatory acts against Muslims and people of color reportedly spike in the days since Donald Trump's election.Nov. 13, 2016 http://www.msnbc.com/am-joy/watch/meeting-anti-muslim-hostility-with-calls-for-unity-8079104675826:48

When Haley thought Trump was an embarrassment Rachel Maddow reminds viewers of the harsh words Nikki Haley had for Donald Trump and his proposal to ban Muslim immigration to the U.S., before he picked her to be U.S. ambassador the U.N.Nov. 23, 2016 http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/when-haley-thought-trump-was-an-embarrassment-826485827632?playlist=associated0:53

Is Trump's refugee ban legal? President Trump signed an executive order which indefinitely suspends admission of Syrian refugees and imposes a 90-day ban for people from Syria and six other predominately Muslim countries. MSNBC's Ari Melber joins to discuss.Jan. 28, 2017 http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc-news/watch/is-trump-s-country-based-ban-legal-8648863398565:45

Will Trump's refugee and travel ban be hard to execute? Spokesperson for attorney general candidate Jeff Sessions, Sarah Isgur Flores weighs in on President's Trump's ban on travels from several Muslim-majority countriesJan. 28, 2017 http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc-news/watch/will-trump-s-refugee-and-travel-ban-be-hard-to-execute-8650373798697:48

Waiting and watching after Muslim ban What will happen now that Trump’s ban against immigrants from seven Muslim countries has gone into effect? Joy Reid and her panel discuss what could happen, and what people will expect from democratic leadership.Jan. 29, 2017 http://www.msnbc.com/am-joy/watch/waiting-and-watching-after-muslim-ban-8653911716948:53

Is the new travel ban still unconstitutional? President Trump's new travel ban is different from the one the courts struck down, but is it still an unconstitutional Muslim ban? Senator Cory Booker speaks out.Mar. 6, 2017 http://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/is-the-new-travel-ban-still-unconstitutional-8915876515664:21

Trump does not say 'radical Islamic terrorism' Joy Reid and her panel discuss Donald Trump’s speech in Saudi Arabia, which some consider ‘the height of hypocrisy’ for its measured language for Muslim leaders compared to his demonizing campaign rhetoric.May 21, 2017 http://www.msnbc.com/am-joy/watch/trump-does-not-say-radical-islamic-terrorism-94968787562912:16
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Why isn't the U.S. taking in more refugees? Chris Hayes makes the case that the U.S. can take in many thousands of Syrian refugees and every presidential candidate should be forced to answer why we shouldn't.Sep. 2, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/why-isnt-the-u.s.-taking-in-more-refugees--5183729318831:52

US response to Syrian refugee crisis lagging, underfunded: Senator Senator Chris Murphy, fresh back from a visit to the world's largest Syrian refugee camp in Jordan, talks with Rachel Maddow about his call for the U.S. to take in more refugees, the desperate conditions he saw in the camps, and the difficult American system for vetting and processing refugees.Sep. 10, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow/watch/us-process-lags-on-refugee-crisis-response-523418179742?playlist=associated5:41

Pres. Obama directs US to take in refugees President Obama steps up America's reaction to the refugee crisis over in Europe. He's directing the U.S. to take in ten thousand Syrian refugees, but some Republicans are already against the plan.Sep. 10, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/hardball/watch/pres.-obama-directs-us-to-take-in-refugees-5233464999653:29

US to accept 10,000 Syrian refugees The White House says the U.S. will accept at least 10,000 refugees next year. NBC's Chris Jansing and Politico's Nahal Toosi join to discuss.Sep. 10, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc-news/watch/us-to-accept-10-000-syrian-refugees-5232451236076:57

The US' response to the Syrian refugee crisis Sen. Amy Klobuchar calls on U.S. government to do more for Syrian refugees.Sep. 12, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/up-with-steve-kornacki/watch/the-us-response-to-syrian-refugee-crisis-52436281982810:18

Refugee crisis: 'The U.S. must do much more' International Rescue Committee Spokesperson Lucy Carrigan explains why it’s vital for the U.S. and international community overall to help Syrian migrants.Sep. 16, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/road-map/watch/refugee-crisis---the-u.s.-must-do-much-more--5266939555982:01

Sen. Graham: I would accept Syrian refugees Sen. Lindsey Graham joins Morning Joe to discuss Russia's support of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad and why as president he would accept Syrian refugees.Sep. 23, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/sen.-graham--i-would-accept-syrian-refugees-530761795603?playlist=associated5:50

Johnson: 'This year the goal is 70,000' Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh Johnson sits down with NBC’s Andrea Mitchell to explain how America plans to accept 70,000 Syrian refugees this year and the process behind their arrival to the US.Sep. 30, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/johnson-this-year-the-goal-is-70-000-5352776359201:41

Trump says Syrian refugees are 'going back' At a campaign speech on Wednesday, Donald Trump said if he's elected president, Syrian refugees are “going back” if they come to the United States.Sep. 30, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/hardball/watch/trump-says-syrian-refugees-are-going-back-5356196518970:51

Trump: Amount of refugees US taking in size of an 'army' Donald Trump says the Syrian refugees the Unites States plans to accept "could be ISIS" at a campaign rally in Tennessee.Oct. 3, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/trump-amount-of-refugees-size-of-an-army-5380562596623:00

Where the children sleep' in Syria Msnbc's Cal Perry uses photos of Syrian children to showcase the most vulnerable group affected by the Syrian refugee crisis, and how the journey out of Syria has taken a toll on the kids.Nov. 5, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/kate-snow/watch/where-the-children-sleep-in-syria-5604398758583:21

Pres. Obama: Do not conflate terrorism with refugees MSNBC’s Chris Hayes joins Brian Williams to discuss the announcements from multiple US governors stating that they would refuse Syrian refugees if placed in their states.Nov. 16, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc-news/watch/obama-do-not-conflate-terrorism-with-refugees-5678689958772:20

US governors are pushing to block refugees Over a dozen US state governors have announced that they will reject requests to have Syrian refugees placed in their states. NBC’s Frank Thorp reports.Nov. 16, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/kate-snow/watch/us-governors-are-pushing-to-block-refugees-5678628518322:30

How will attacks impact refugee crisis? A slew of Republican governors announced Monday they will refuse to accept Syrian refugees in their state, with many citing safety as the reason. The Daily Beast's Chris Dickey and The Daily Mail's Jake Wallis Simons join to discuss.Nov. 16, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/thomas-roberts/watch/how-will-attacks-impact-refugee-crisis--5677916838626:37

Questions surround Syrian refugees Laura Haim, White House correspondent of Canal Plus, explains how the attacks in Paris have transformed the debate over migrants entering various parts of Europe and the United States.Nov. 16, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/jos--d-az-balart/watch/questions-surround-syrian-refugees-5675617956935:28

Mika, Peter King spar over refugee vetting Rep. Peter King, R-N.Y., joins Morning Joe to discuss his concerns over Syrian refugees in the U.S.. Rep. King says there is no proper vetting of refugees.Nov. 17, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/peter-king-to-mika--you-are-1000-percent-wrong-568368707777?playlist=associated6:02

Matthews: Refugee numbers don't make sense Chris Matthews finishes the show with two numbers that don't make sense, certainly not when you put them together when it comes to the Syrian refugee crisis.Nov. 17, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/hardball/watch/matthews--refugee-numbers-that-don-t-make-sense-5688100518672:03

GOP Rep: We don't know who these refugees are Rep. Bradley Byrne, R-Ala., joins to discuss the threat from ISIS and the debate surrounding Syrian refugees coming to the U.S.Nov. 18, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc-news/watch/gop-rep--we-dont-know-who-these-refugees-are-5692995236063:03

New bipartisan solution to refugee crisis? A new bill could offer a bipartisan solution to the Syrian refugee crisis. One of the bill’s sponsors, Senator Jeff Flake (R-AZ) reveals the details to Chris Matthews.Nov. 18, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/hardball/watch/new-bipartisan-solution-to-refugee-crisis--5695882916552:37

Ryan on refugee plan: It's a security test, not a religious test Speaker of the House Rep. Paul Ryan (R-WI) cites national security concerns as the reasoning behind the House GOP’s plan to pause the Syrian refugee program.Nov. 19, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/watch/ryan-on-refugee-plan-not-a-religious-test-5700690598651:48

What really happens when Syrian refugees come to the US? Chris Matthews talks to a Pennsylvania congressman who has had dozens of Syrian refugees settle in his district. Rep. Charlie Dent R - Pa., discusses the reality of what happens when refugees come to this country.Nov. 20, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/hardball/watch/what-really-happens-when-refugees-arrive--5712138916743:34

Syrian refugee tells personal story An active leader in the struggle for a free Syria, Hadeel Oueism, was arrested multiple times and eventually granted asylum in the U.S. She shares her story.Nov. 21, 2015 http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc-news/watch/syrian-refugee-tells-personal-story-5714903719913:45

King: not aware of ISIS among Syrian refugees U.S. airports have increased security ahead of the July 4th holiday and after the Istanbul airport attack. Rep. Peter King discusses.Jun. 30, 2016 http://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/king-not-aware-of-isis-among-syrian-refugees-715954755773?playlist=associated6:59

The amount of Syrian refugees admitted to US There are currently 4,904,021 Syrians displaced from their homeland.Jan. 30, 2017 http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc-news/watch/the-amount-of-syrian-refugees-admitted-to-us-8662078119042:42
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